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State government prepares for 
shutdown, GVSU unaffected
State officials began 
preparing for partial 
shutdown of state 
government Friday
By Joseph Allen
GVL Staff Writer
GVSU President Thomas J. Haas 
sent an e-mail to all students and faculty 
Wednesday stating GVSU would continue 
to remain open and all university services 
would remain fully 
operational,even inthe 
event of a government 
shutdown.
By the end of last 
week, his stance had 
not changed.
“We are watching 
events in Lansing 
on a daily basis,”
Haas said. “I will be 
disappointed if the 
state government shuts down, but 1 am 
determined that it will not affect Grand 
Valley’s students, faculty and staff.”
Only 25 percent of GVSU’s
See State, A2
See msrsi For more 
on this story, see the 
editorial and "Your 
Insights" on page A4
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Concerning crisis: No matter the consequences of the state budget, Grand Valley State University will remain open and unaffected
DPS to crack down on seat belt use this week
By Michelle Hamilton
GVL News Editor
Drivers on campus should be extra 
wary of buckling up this week.
The Department of Public Safety at 
Grand Valley State University will be 
cracking down on seat belt use during 
the national Drive Safely Work Week 
starting today.
Extra officers are being assigned 
to enforce seat belt use on GVSU’s 
campus this week, said Captain Brandon 
DeHaan, assistant director of DPS.
Seat belt enforcement programs 
are usually scheduled by the Office of 
Highway Safety Planning during the 
summer and Christmas break, but the 
OHSP recently sent requests to law 
enforcement agencies of Michigan 
universities asking them to enforce on- 
campus seat belt use, DeHaan said.
The OHSP has identified males 
in the 18- to 34-year-old age range 
as one target area of least safety belt 
compliance in Michigan. No formal 
study has been conducted for GVSU 
drivers, but from what DPS officers can 
tell, seat belt use on campus does not 
match the state’s standards, said officer 
Paul Weaver.
Michigan’s safety belt use rate 
was 94.1 percent for 2006, the second 
highest use rate in the nation according 
to a report from the National Highway 
Traffic Safety Administration. The 
national safety belt use rate was 82 
percent for 2007, but Michigan’s rate 
has remained relatively unchanged 
according to a September report from 
the NHTSA.
“An accident at 25 mph can be just 
as harmful as an accident at 55 mph,” 
Weaver said.
For every one percent increase 
in safety belt use 10 lives are saved, 
according to the NHTSA. As seat belt 
usage has steadily increased since 
1994, the number of passenger vehicle 
fatalities has continued to decline.
The short distance many GVSU 
students drive to campus and the slow 
speed limit on Campus Drive are also 
possible reasons why some drivers 
neglect buckling up. Weaver said. 
The key is to wear seat belts properly 
because they are designed to work only 
one way, he added.
Previous car collisions on campus 
roads and in campus parking lots have 
resulted in students being sent to the 
hospital, DeHaan said. Lake Michigan 
Drive can also be dangerous, he said.
Students used to call the area from the 
university’s entrance to 28th Avenue 
“Death Valley” because of the number 
of collisions that occurred, he added.
“You crash (on Lake Michigan 
Drive) and you generally crash pretty 
bad,” DeHaan said. “The bottom line 
of this whole thing is that we want our 
students to be safe.”
Being caught driving in Michigan 
without wearing a seat belt is a no-point
driving violation along with a $65 fine, 
DeHaan said. Drivers on campus have 
already been ticketed for not buckling 
up this year, he added.
Primary seat belt laws, where 
drivers can be pulled over solely for not 
wearing a seat belt, are only in effect in 
a little more than half of states in the 
United States as of this fall, according 
to the NHTSA.
news@lanthorn.com
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Buckle up: DPS will monitor seat belt usage more than usual this week
Student organizations to have accounts suspended
By Kyle Meinke
GVL Staff Writer
Sixty-one Grand Valley State 
University student organization 
accounts will be frozen today by the 
Office of Student Life.
The accounts are being frozen 
for three main reasons, said Autumn 
Trombka, vice president of finance for 
Student Senate. Either the organization 
has not completed its registration 
on Stuey, did not turn in the proper 
paperwork, or a representative did not 
attend a budget meeting.
“We’re very informed of our jobs 
and duties, so (our account freezing) 
comes as a surprise,' said GVSU senior 
Nikole Kennedy, president of Dance 
Troupe. “I wasn’t aware of this, but it is 
something we can easily take care of I 
think it would have been more effective 
just to send out a reminder."
I
Notifications will be sent out today 
to inform the affected organizations of 
their account status.
“About 115 organizations came 
to our budget meetings, but there are 
still a lot of organizations 
that haven’t attended or 
haven’t completed 
the paperwork,’
Trombka said.
Student 
organizations 
must complete 
a revised annual 
budget and an 
appropriations 
contract, she added.
All budget meetings 
have already taken place, 
but organizations can fulfill the 
requirement by scheduling a meeting 
with a representative of the finance 
committee, Trombka said.
“It’s not that we are shutting down
the accounts, we are just trying to get 
students to understand the system," said 
Michelle Burke, the associate director 
of Student Life. "As soon as they 
complete the necessary requirements, 
we will reactivate their 
accounts.”
It is important the 
Office of Student 
Life knows what 
organizations it 
is dealing with, 
and how it can 
reach them. Burke 
said. She has more 
than four years 
of experience of 
associate director for the 
OSL.
“We need to know who we are 
dealing with so we can be useful,” she 
said. “If we can’t communicate with 
an organization, then we can’t help 
them.”
( f
Student organizations are distributed 
about $850,000 to $875,000 per year, 
Burke said. The majority of that total 
is distributed in base budgets. For the 
2007-08 fiscal year, the reserve account 
total was $238,134, she added.
With some reserve requests already 
granted for this fiscal year, $155,072 
remains in the account, according to 
the minutes from the Sept. 25 Student 
Senate Appropriations Committee 
meeting.
All student organizations can make 
reserve requests, but not while their 
accounts are frozen, Burke said.
“We are trying to help student 
organizations," she said. “We are not 
trying to make a bad day for everyone, 
but we need the information so we can 
help them as much as we can.”
This is a type of warning, Burke 
added. There are no serious long-term 
problems associated with the freezing,
See Accounts, A7
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Boozin bout: Though GVSU's enrollment 
continues to rise, liquor-related incidents have 
been going down.
Alcohol awareness 
program takes new, 
holistic approach
By Rachael Williams
GVL Laker Life Editor
After almost a decade of research on 
alcohol and drug abuse for Grand Valley 
State University’s, the ALERT Labs 
will officially turn management over 
to the GVSU Counseling Center today 
under the new title, ACES, standing for 
Alcohol Campus Education Services.
“The mission is going to stay 
the same,” said Eric Klingensmith, 
coordinator of Crisis Intervention & 
ACES. “We wanted a name that can 
be more recognized for what it does- 
to focus on the educational awareness 
prevention aspect.”
When the new budget cycle for the 
university began on July 1, the ALERT 
Labs began to slowly transition over 
to the Counseling Center to become 
a program under the direction of 
Klingensmith, said Barbara Palombi, 
director for the Counseling Center.
Part of the reason for the transition 
is due to the cessation of the Substance 
Abuse and Mental Health Administration 
grant. Palombi added.
“The grant had ended and the 
University was not going to be renewing 
it,” she said. “The University really 
thought that the Alert Labs made a 
large contribution to the campus and 
they wanted to continue that and add 
additional services. The ACES program 
is now a part of the counseling center.”
Klingensmith said the new ACES 
program will try to incorporate other 
offices when putting on alcohol 
awareness programs.
“We’re going to work with the 
community police officers, the Housing 
Office, the Women’s Center and Passport 
— all departments that deal with 
wellness and alcohol,” Klingensmith 
said. “We’re going to look at how we 
can work together — how we can get 
together to do a program and get our 
message out together.”
Another reason for the new program 
was due to when the ALERT Labs began 
a program with a local high school and 
community, he added.
“We wanted to stay on campus,” 
Klingensmith said. “We want to focus 
on the campus and the students.”
Both Klingensmith and Palombi 
confirmed the on-campus poster 
campaign, which the ALERT Labs are 
most well-known for, will continue in 
addition to the new interactive programs 
that will be conducted.
“We’re going to continue the ‘12- 
Steps to Recovery’ program the ALERT 
Labs started,” Klingensmith said. “We’ll 
pick-up and do more. Students will be 
able to see the posters and then be able 
to go to the program to better understand 
See Alcohol, A7
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Car culture: Modified cars, owned by students, faculty and alumni, lined the rows of Parking Lot H at the GVSU Car Show 
Saturday The show was hosted by the GVSU Car Club and featured, along with sweet rides, live music and free food
inhere sbyle is creabedi
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Hair Design
4963 Lk. Michigan Dr. 
Allendale, Ml 49401
895-1442
Car club's show exceeds 
hopes, but may be last
By Kimberly Shine
GVL Staff Writer
Unlike the Grand Valley State 
University Car Club’s 2007 spring 
car show in April, sunny skies and 
cool breezes prevailed over snow 
and ice at their first fall show this 
Saturday.
The weather was a noticeable 
change for previous car show 
guests and Car Club members.
It was one reason 1980 GVSU 
alumnus Dave Gerling entered his 
car in the show. His entry was a 
1967 blue Pontiac Firebird.
“It was my first college beater,” 
Gerling said.
He purchased the Firebird, 
which has logged more than 
100,0(X) miles, 31 years ago for 
only $250.
More than 150 car enthusiasts 
and guests attended the car show 
hosted during family weekend. 
This year’s attendance exceeded 
the expectations of Car Club Vice 
President Quentin Groce.
“It was awesome,” Groce said. 
“It was a smart choice to have the 
show in the fall and the weather 
was more predictable.”
Since many of the Car Club
members are seniors, there is a 
possibility the car show may not 
return to GVSU next year, Groce 
said. Held in its place may be a meet, 
and greet where car enthusiasts can 
still have a chance to network, he 
added.
Groce, whose interests in cars 
comes from his father, thought the 
event was a good way for students 
such as Charise Tucker and her 
mother to bond.
Visiting her daughter for family 
weekend, Detroit resident Triva 
Jones enjoyed the show describing 
it as a “taste of old and new.”
Somewhat of a car enthusiast, 
Jones preferred the classic look of 
older model, antique cars such as 
Robert Ritsema’s 1926 Ford Model 
T Speedster.
Unlike the spring show, 
Saturday’s event also had a larger 
variety of imported cars such as 
the Civic, said Damon Young, Car 
Club public relations chair.
In addition to showcasing their 
vehicles, many registrants entered 
the best in show competition vying 
for $20 gas card prizes in one of 
four categories: Best Domestic. 
Best Import, Best Truck or SUV 
and Best Beater.
By a nearly unanimous vote, 
winner of the Best Beater category 
went to University of Michigan 
Rugby team captain Aaron “Tex” 
Dodd and his teammates with their 
worn down 1993 Lincoln Town 
Car.
Adopted as a team car, the 
original body and paint is covered in 
scratches, scrapes and dents and the 
windows are covered with peeling 
tint. However, an appealing aspect 
of the town car is the makeshift 
moon, sun and rain roof cut into the 
top of the car, said team member 
Jayson Fetterley.
The sun roof cover, constructed 
by team members, was made of 
sheet metal, rubber house siding, 
brackets and glue, Fetterley added.
“We’re college students, we’ve 
got to be creative,” said team 
member John Domanskis. “It’s as 
close to a convertible as we can 
get.”
Best Domestic went to Simon 
Mestre and his Chrysler 300C. Best 
Import went to Matt Sobczak and 
his Honda Civic and JD Tuckey 
took Best Truck or SUV with his 
Convertible SI0.
kshine@lanthom.com
It's Good!
A Checking Account that pays 5% * with FREE ATMs.
Earn a great rate on your checking account, plus take 
advantage of free ATMs withdrawals anywhere. It's FREE with 
no minimum balance requirements.
Score with Max Checking!
Open a Max Checking account today! Stop in any of our 
branch locations, call us at (616) 242-9790, or visit us online 
at www.LMCU.org.
5 ATMson Campus!
• Commons (Lower Level)
• Drlve-Up Kiosk at 42nd/Plerce
• Rec. Center
• Kkkhof Center
• Kleiner Commons
h
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*APY s Annual Percentage Y»(d Mac Checking currently pays 5%APY at the end of each 
month and refinds up to $ 1S per month n surcharge ATM withdrawal fees incurred at 
non-LMCU ATMs on all acaxnts tpat meet the Monthly Usage Requirements The 5% 
APY wa be earned on balances ip to S1S.000. Rate and terms subject tochange
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616.247.9/90 •806.742.9/W
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State
continued from page A1
revenue comes from the state, 
according to university officials. 
The majority of funding comes 
from tuition and other outside 
sources.
GVSU receives an average of 
$55 million a year from the state, 
paid in 11 installments of about $5.5 
million each. The next payment 
was scheduled for Oct. 15.
Even though the university 
receives state funds, GVSU is in 
complete control of how those funds 
are spent, said Matt McLogan, 
vice president for University 
Relations. This is an important 
legal distinction between GVSU
*3,143.83
This was the most expensive 
gas bill for one month at
KISTLER
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Grand Valley State University presents
a
Fall A. is GLUTion
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Grand Valley's Fall Arts Celebration is a highly popular and anticipated annual showcase 
for the arts, humanities, and liberal education in West Michigan. Please join us again this 
fall for an entertaining and enlightening celebration.
Art Gallery Exhibit
Thursday, October 4, 5-7 p.m.
Opening reception with guest artists 
Art Gallery
Performing Arts Center 
Allendale Campus
"No Blind Date: A Two-Person Exhibition"
Featuring Jo Hormuth and John Phillips.
Exhibit schedule and hours:
October 4-November 2
M-F 10 a m.-5 p.m. and Th 10 a m.-7 p.m.
Private tours of exhibition available by appointment
Van Cliburn Medalist 
Concert Series
Tuesday, October 9, 8 p.m.
Louis Armstrong Theatre 
Performing Arts Center 
Allendale Campus
Featuring Sa Chen, Crystal Award Winner of the 
Twelfth Van Cliburn International Piano Competition. 
Tickets: $10 general admission 
Call startJdwfM*" at (616) 222 4000 or (800) 585-3737 
or visit www starticketsplus.com Tickets also 
available weekdays 12-5 p.m. at the Louis Armstrong 
Theatre Box Office (in-person sales only) after 
Labor Day.
Prelude carillon concert featuring Professor 
Julianne Vanden Wyngaard, university carillonneur, 
7:20 7:50 p.m.
Concert followed by reception
Sponsored by a gift from Robert and Judith Hooker
Media Sponsors.
WOOD StaA
Poetry Night
Friday, October 19, 7 p.m.
L.V. Eberhard Center, 2nd floor 
Robert C. Pew Grand Rapids Campus
World-renowned American poets Gary Snyder 
and Stanley Plumly celebrate earth and sky, nature 
and humanity.
Followed by reception and book signing
Sponsored by a gift from Liesel and Hank Meijer
Dance Stars Across America
Friday, October 26, 8 p.m.
Saturday, October 27, 2 p.m.
Louis Armstrong Theatre 
Performing Arts Center 
Allendale Campus
Dancers from America's foremost ballet companies, 
including the New York City Ballet, perform with the 
Grand Valley Dance Ensemble.
Evening performance followed by reception 
Tickets: S20 general public; $10 Grand Valley faculty, 
staff, and students with ID; $5 children 12 years of 
age and under.
Call starridMt* • at (616) 222-4000 or (800) 585-3737 or 
visit www.starticketsplus.com. Tickets also available 
weekdays 12-5 p.m at the Louis Armstrong Theatre 
Box Office (in-person sales only) after Labor Day.
iGrandWllly
'State University
www.gvsu.edu
For event details visit www.gvsu.edu/fallarts or call (616) 331-2180
All events are free and open to the public unless noted.
and other institutions that receive 
state funding, McLogan said.
A contingency plan has already 
been prepared for GVSU in the 
event that a possible government 
shutdown would delay the next 
payment from the state, he said.
“In the event that the state aide 
payment is missed, we will have 
to do some internal or external 
borrowing, but it will not affect the 
students,” he added.
By potentially borrowing money 
from outside banks. GVSU would 
be prepared to make up the missing 
25 percent of university revenue 
that would usually be covered by 
state appropriations.
Borrowing money to make up 
for any gaps left by the missing 
state funds would temporarily fix 
the problem and those funds would 
be covered when state aide resumed 
once the government was up and 
running again, McLogan said.
“The university will not close,” 
McLogan said. “We will remain 
open and students should not see 
any difference at all in the services 
available to them.”
According to state lawmakers, 
the threat of a shutdown sprung 
from the fact that the Michigan State 
Legislature failed to successfully 
vote on a budget plan for the new 
fiscal year, which will begin today.
“Without an active budget, state 
government, by law, shuts down,” 
said Louis Meizlich, spokesman 
for Senate Majority Leader Mike
Bishop.
The state legislature was still 
$1.75 billion short of a successful 
budget plan for the new fiscal year 
as of Friday, said Megan Brown, 
spokeswoman for Gov. Jennifer 
Gran holm.
Even though state officials 
continued to negotiate throughout 
the weekend, the governor had to 
take steps on last Friday to prepare 
for a shutdown since it was the 
last business day of the fiscal year. 
Brown said.
In the event of a shutdown, the 
state would not be allowed to spend 
any state funds for any reason, until 
a successful budget plan is voted 
on. she said.
“The (state of Michigan’s) 
constitution is clear that, with 
no .budget plan in place, the 
government cannot cut a single 
check,” Brown said.
This inability to spend any state 
funds would mean an immediate 
cessation of all state-run institutions 
and services during the period of 
potential shutdown. This includes 
the halting of Secretary of State 
Office in-person transactions, 
school district funding and other 
state run services.
Wood-TV 8 confirmed 
Wednesday that this could also 
include a temporary hold on liquor 
and lottery ticket sales in the state 
until the end of the shutdown 
period.
jallen@Umthom.com
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News in Brief
Grand Rapids residents lend 
help to keep city clean
Mayor George Heartwell will 
lead volunteers in a fall cleanup 
of trash that has been dumped 
in the Grand River. This is the 
fourth year for the Grand River 
cleanup event, which is co­
sponsored by the Grand Rapids 
Young Professionals and the 
West Michigan Environmental 
Action Council.
The two-hour cleanup will 
be Oct. 6. Volunteers can get 
their T-shirts, gloves and bags 
from 9 to 10 a.m. at Sixth Street 
Park. The cleanup will last from 
10 a.m. to noon, followed by 
a pizza lunch in the park. For 
more information call (616) 
451-3051.
Jena 6 rally on campus 
rescheduled for this week
The rally for Jena 6 that was 
planned for last week Thursday 
was cancelled due to unfavorable 
weather conditions. The rally is 
being rescheduled for some time 
this week.
New library database 
named in contest
The GVSU library ended 
the three week long contest to 
rename their 360-Search data 
base last Friday.
After narrowing down more 
than 100 student suggestions 
to six finalists last week, the 
GVSU librarians have settled 
on the name Nautilus for the 
new data base they acquired this 
summer.
Economics open house to 
be held Wednesday
Students interested in 
economics can I earn about the 
Economics Club, Real Estate 
Club and Economics Honor 
"1 'Society at 'the Economics Opetl 
House: Careers and Curriculum 
in Economics from 4 to 6 p.m. 
Wednesday.
Attendees will be able to 
explore career paths, internships 
and study abroad opportunities, 
and faculty will be on hand to 
answer questions.
Participants are not required 
to register, but those who do can 
receive pizza and soft drinks at 
the event, along with a surprise 
gift.
The event will be held in 
room 250 in the Kirkhof Center.
For more information or to 
register for the event, call (616)
Preparing: World-famous pianist Aviram Reichert studies a piece of music in his studio Aviram has recently taken up an artist-in-residence position here at GVSU.
Prof becomes artist-in-residence
Pianist Aviram 
Reichert ceases 
teaching to take on 
university artist-in­
residence at GVSU
By Jessica Downey
GVl Staff Writer
Aviram “Avi” Reichert 
has handed in his letter of 
resignation after seven years 
of teaching music at Grand 
Valley State University.
Reichert is no longer 
a professor because he is 
taking on a new role at GVSU 
instead — university artist-in­
residence.
The position of artist-in­
residence was created at the 
beginning of the school year. 
For Reichert, a pianist, it means 
he will perform musically at 
special functions hosted by 
GVSU, said GVSU President 
Thomas J. Haas.
“He’ll still have some 
student contact,” Haas said. 
“But he’ll be performing at 
special occasions such as when 
Jim Baker, former secretary of
state, comes to visit.”
Having Reichert fill this 
position is a great opportunity, 
both for the university and for 
Reichert. Haas added.
“Avi has a passion for 
his performance and he’s an 
incredible talent,” Haas said. 
“We’re fortunate to be able to 
showcase that talent. We got 
the right person at the right 
time.”
Prior to teaching at GVSU, 
Reichert traveled the world as 
a freelance performing artist, 
and continues to do so.
Although he has traveled 
the worlifexflPhsively, Reichert 
lived in Israel until he began 
his teaching career at GVSU.
“I’ve traveled to most of 
the far East, North and South 
America, Eastern and Western 
Europe and Africa.” Reichert 
said. “I’ve been almost 
everywhere except Australia.”
He was born in Tel Aviv, 
Israel, and began playing the 
piano as a child.
“I started the piano at 5 
years old,” he said. “My mom 
heard a pianist on the radio 
and was so charmed by it that 
she decided I had to become a 
pianist, so I was doomed from
the start. But it turned out to 
be a good decision because it 
came pretty naturally to me.”
Becoming a pianist is a long 
process. It requires a lot of 
dedication and hard work, but 
Reichert wanted to invest his 
time and effort in it, he said.
Reichert’s new position at 
GVSU is year-round. He has 
a contract for three years, but 
would be happy to remain 
in this position if he and the 
office of the president are both 
satisfied after the next three 
years, he said.
Regardless of moving 
from a faculty position to a 
university artist-in-residence 
position, his commitment to 
the university and to the idea 
of excellence has only been 
strengthened, he added.
“It looks very promising 
at this point,” Reichert said. 
“What really attracted me to 
this position was the chance to 
still be able to teach unique and 
talented students, combined 
with the opportunity to expand 
my performances and to serve 
the university through my 
performances.”
Students who wish to hear 
Reichert perform can attend
an upcoming performance on 
Nov. 19 at 8 p.m. in GVSU’s 
Louis Armstrong Theatre.
Prior to accepting the 
position as the university’s 
artist-in-residence, Reichert 
was a professor in the music 
department at GVSU.
The department has begun 
the search for a new piano 
professor due to Reichert’s 
departure.
“We just started the search 
(for a replacement),” said 
Music Department Chair 
Danny Phipps. “It may take 
a while to find one, but we’ll 
have one hired and ready for 
the start of next school year.”
Phipps said he believes 
Reichert was the right person 
for the university artist-in­
residence job.
“Every great composer in 
history wrote some of their 
best music for the piano,” 
Phipps said. “The piano is one 
of the best instruments suited 
to represent excellence of 
music at a university, and he 
can represent the high level of 
achievement at this university 
as a musical artist.”
jdo wney@lanthorn.com
Judge strikes down pedestrian breath test
Michigan no longer only state 
requiring non-drivers to take 
preliminary breath test as judge 
rules pedestrian test illegal
By Michelle Hamilton
GVL News Editor
Michigan police officers can no longer require 
pedestrians to take a preliminary breath test, unless 
they have a search warrant signed by a judge.
U.S. District Judge David Lawson in Detroit ruled 
in favor of the American Civil Liberties Union who 
filed a lawsuit on behalf of four college students 
who had been forced to submit to breath tests in two
separate incidents.
In a 32-page judicial opinion document, Lawson 
found that imposing a penalty 
for not submitting to a PBT was 
unconstitutional because it violates a 
person’s Fourth Amendment rights, 
which protect against unreasonable 
search and seizure.
Michigan is the only state in the U.S. 
that required non-drivers to submit to 
a PBT without a warrant, according 
to the ACLU. Lawson issued an 
injuction on Sept. 26 that now blocks 
Michigan law enforcement agencies 
from penalizing pedestrians who will 
not willfully submit to a PBT without 
a warrant. In order to require pedestrians to take a
PBT, a warrant must first be obtained, but officers 
can still ask suspected underage drinkers to take a 
breath test.
The PBT is only one of many 
tools officers can use to determine 
if an individual under the age of 
21 is intoxicated, said Captain 
Brandon DeHaan, assistant director 
for GVSU’s Department of Public 
Safety.
“Sometimes people think that 
this is the only tool that law 
enforcement officers have, but 
that’s not the case,” DeHaan said.
An officer’s observations have 
always been recognized as part of 
process to determine minor intoxication, he said. An 
officer records detailed observations such as whether 
or not the smell of alcohol is present on a person’s 
breath and what the person’s mannerisms are like, he 
said.
Sobriety tests such as the “finger to nose” and the 
“one leg stand” can also still be used, DeHaan added. 
A breath test is not needed to issue an MIP.
Before Lawson’s ruling on Sept. 27, pedestrian 
minors in Michigan who refused a PBT could be cited 
with a civil infraction and face a penalty of about 
$165 in legal fines and court fees, DeHaan said.
Drivers of motor vehicles who law enforcement 
officers suspect of drinking and driving can still 
be required to submit a PBT. This is because of an 
implied consent form all Michigan drivers must sign 
in order to receive a drivers’ license, DeHaan said.
“You agree by signing that document that you will 
take the (PBT) test,” he said.
Lawyers fn any state will now be able to cite 
Lawson’s ruling to argue their position in other 
court cases, said Grand Rapids Chief District Judge 
Ben Logan. However, Lawson’s decision is coming 
through a district court, so it does not carry as much 
weight as the Court of Appeals or the U.S. Supreme 
Court, he added.
“From a legal perspective, I think (Lawson) is 
following the law,” Logan said.
“Sometimes people 
think that [the PBT) 
is the only tool that 
law enforcement 
officers have, but 
that’s not the case.”
BRANDON DEHAAN
DPS
news® lanthorn.com
* *
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institutional acts: Sophmore Martc Hunsaker receives a breathalizer test from Sergeant Craig A^Zoulek
10 little- 
known perks 
for GVSU 
students
By Carrie Palmer
GVL Staff Writer
1. Drink cofTee faster 
without burning your 
tongue:
Java City in the Kirkhof 
Center added a quick-pay 
terminal this semester for 
students who hate waiting 
in lines.
Place your drink order 
at the computerized self­
check out station to the 
right of the kiosk with 
a Grand Valley State 
University meal card or 
ATM debit card and whisk 
your drink to the front of 
the line.
2. Punch, stretch, balance 
or spin your way to better 
health:
The GVSU Recreation 
Center offers several 
different classes available 
to students with the 
purchase of a $10 per 
semester pass from the 
Wellness Center.
Students can take 
spinning, pilates, yoga 
and kickboxing classes 
during the week. Visit 
the Wellness Center in 
the Fieldhouse for more 
information or to purchase 
a pass.
3. Order pizza with more 
ease:
Papa John’s Pizza offers 
Plan Ahead Ordering at 
http://www.papajohns.com.
Simply register online, 
place your order along with 
a requested delivery time 
and pay with your credit or 
debit card.
4. Mail Mom a thank- 
you note right here on 
campus:
An outgoing mailbox 
available for student use is 
located behind the Kirkhof 
Center by The Rapid bus 
stop.
(If you mail Mom a 
thank-you, maybe she will 
start sending money instead 
of pre-packaged cookies).
5. In a fix? Need to fax? 
Fear not:
The Student Life office, 
located in room 110 of the 
Kirkhof Center, allows 
free faxes for students. Get 
Mom that thank-you note 
faster with a fax.
6. Don’t let parking 
permit costs stop you 
from burning rubber:
The Department of 
Public Safety gives 
students 20 free parking 
passes per academic year to 
students without a regular 
permit, so breathe easier 
and bring the beater.
Also, on weekends and 
Monday through Friday 
from 6:30 p.m. to 3 a.m. 
DPS allows open parking 
in all campus lots.
7. Plug, print and poof! 
More time to study:
Copy centers on the 
Allendale and Pew 
campuses offer a quick way 
to print from flash drives or 
disks. The Allendale Copy 
Center is located in the 
Kirkhof Center room 073.
Downtown copy centers 
are located in 136C of the 
DeVos building and room 
159 in the Cook-DeVos 
Center for Health Sciences.
See 10 Things, A7
GVl Archiv* / Anna SchwalH*r
Quick coffee: Java City and the 
Lobby Shop in Kirthof Center
«*.
editonal@lanthorn.com
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Crunch time
While Grand Valley State University 
has made preparations to remain 
open no matter the consequences of 
Michigan’s budget, the state should take 
a clue from the university and be more 
responsible.
Balancing a state budget is a huge undertaking, but 
maintaining fiscal responsibility at a major state university is 
not small matter, either.
GVSU officials have prepared for the worst as a result of 
the state budget crisis. Their contingency plans involve doing 
some internal or external borrowing to cover the gap in state 
funding, but the school will remain open and the students will 
remain unaffected.
Meanwhile, in Lansing, state officials have prepared to 
shut down. A lack of a successful budget plan — which 
was $1.75 billion short as of Friday — means an immediate 
cessation of all state-run institutions and services. On 
Friday Gov. Jennifer Granholm ordered about 35,000 state 
employees to stay home Monday if the budget deal is not 
reached.
Not only could the state come to a potentially screeching 
halt, but Michigan’s safety is at risk. Possible closures 
include a partial shutdown of police operations, including a 
90 percent reduction in Michigan State Police staff.
All state police posts and work sites would close, and 
such services as emergency management, apprehension of 
fugitives and criminal investigations would cease.
Unfortunately, the worst part of this situation is that it was 
not as if the midnight Sunday budget deadline was a surprise 
to these leaders.
Legislative leaders in Lansing have had months to work 
out the deficits in the budget, but chose to leave it to the last 
minute.
In a state with such a poor economy, lawmakers need to 
make an extra effort to work on the state’s money problem. 
Instead, they let the problem go until deadline time.
Meanwhile, Michiganders continue to lose valuable 
services — and valuable people — as Michigan college 
graduates are increasingly leaving the state to find a better 
place to live.
The leaders in Lansing need to get their act together before 
native Michiganders follow the college graduates to other 
states where their leaders have their act together and more 
balanced budgets and open jobs wait.
Once this year’s budget is secure, officials need to already 
turn their attention toward future budgets to avoid a potential 
catastrophe in the future.
<§vanit yallep Qmxtl)ovn
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“I will be disappointed if the state 
government shuts down, but I am 
determined that it will not affect 
Grand Valley’s students, faculty and 
staff.”
Thomas J. Haas
GVSU president on state budget crisis
GVL OPINION POLICY
The ultimate goal of the Grand 
Valley Lanthorn opinion page is 
to stimulate discussion and action 
on topics of interest to the Grand 
Valley Community.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn 
welcomes reader viewpoints and 
offers three vehicles of expression 
for reader opinions: letters to the 
editor, guest columns and phone 
responses.
Letters must include the author's 
name and be accompanied by current 
picture identification if dropped off 
in person. Letters will be checked 
by an employee of the Grand Valley 
Lanthorn.
Letters appear as space permits 
each issue. The limit for letter
length is one page, single spaced.
The editor reserves the right 
to edit and condense letters and 
columns for length restrictions and 
clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn will 
not be held responsible for errors 
that appear in print as a result of 
transcribing handwritten letters or 
e-mail typographic errors.
The name of the author is usually 
published but may be withheld for 
compelling reasons.
The content, information and 
views expressed are not approved 
by nor necessarily represent those of 
the university, its Board of Trustees, 
office™, faculty and staff.
EDITORIAL CARTOON
What is one thing you are worried about 
losing as a result of the state budget crisis?
"My biggest concern 
is the price of 
parking because I 
do not participate 
in extracurricular 
activities."
"Losing law enforcement 
from jails, which are 
already over-crowded, 
could cause some 
serious problems."
"There are a lot of 
variables that won’t 
be accounted for such 
as schooling, passport 
renewal and hunting 
licenses."
"Transportation to class 
is the thing I am most 
worried about because I 
have exams next week."
"Really, I am not too 
concerned about it 
because everything will 
work itself out."
Cassie Krestakos
Junior
History
Erika Johnson Geno Mallo
Senior Senior
Biomedical Sciences Film & Video
Rachel Rhodes
Sophomore
Psychology
James Hughes
Senior
Music Education
GVL STUDENT OPINION --------------------------------------------------------------------------
Can we get the blood to flow up the walls?
By Gary Nye
GVL Columnist
Halloween is right around 
the comer.
And by comer, I mean 
almost a month. As I sit around 
my apartment, watching 
my girlfriend watch clips of 
the haunted house known 
throughout the Midwest as 
The Haunt, I think about my 
experiences with haunted 
houses.
Throughout my life as an 
adolescent I’ve always been 
attracted to haunted houses. 
Face it, there’s nothing better 
than getting a group of friends 
together, taking them to the 
haunted house and watching a 
bunch of freaks scare the hell 
out of them.
Except there is something 
better.
In Houston, Texas, there is 
a new breed of haunted house.
I know what you’re thinking. 
You’re thinking intensities 
in 10 cities, you’re thinking
slaughtering 
live animals, 
you’re 
thinking real 
blood and 
guts and 
touching 
real human 
organs.
Despite the 
fact that 
this may be a pretty awesome 
(though disgusting) haunted 
house, I must be the one to 
let you down. I simply don’t 
think the American public is 
ready for that, though they are 
apparently ready for Saw IV.
Nonetheless, I must reveal 
to you the weirdest haunted 
house I have ever stumbled 
upon: HauntXXX.
That’s right, HauntXXX. 
An X-rated haunted house.
Now that you’re done 
picking your jaw up from the 
floor, let me tell you what I 
know about HauntXXX. I’ve 
gone through the Web site and 
they promise to deliver sexy
and terrifying results in the 
same visit. Unreal, I know.
I can’t wait to be terrified 
by the scantily clad, sexy 
women in bikinis and neon 
body paint. The black light 
reflection is sure to be 
amazing.
At that, prices are only $25 
a pop, which is pretty good. I’d 
dare say you’d probably spend 
more at the strip club and the 
only thing you’re terrified of 
there are the diseases. Now 
you can face your biggest fears 
all at once: zombies, vampires, 
werewolves and venereal 
disease! Awesome.
If you and all of your 
friends want to go, just like 
back in high school, before you 
were 18 and over, then you 
can get a group rate. It’s only 
$10 per person for groups of 
10-20, which if you’re going 
to HauntXXX, is probably the 
maximum amount of friends 
you have. On top of the sweet 
price cut you also get Papa 
John’s F*izza and Keg Beer.
This sounds a lot like a scary 
bachelor party.
Alas, if you’re in my 
position, which is: bearded 
and unemployed, you may 
consider relocating to Texas 
and landing yourself a job at 
HauntXXX. They’re currently 
seeking eight to 10 female 
haunters who look good in 
bikinis, are exhibitionists and 
desire people to lust after them. 
They’re also seeking four to 
eight male haunters, and since 
I’m so good looking I figure 
I’m a shoe-in for the job. I’ve 
just got to make it down there 
this weekend so I can get 
trained before the VIP Party 
Opening.
In the event that reading 
this blew your mind, let me 
remind you of who you are: 
you are a student at Grand 
Valley State University. And 
now let me remind you who 
I am: I am Gary Nye, male 
haunter of HauntXXX. Yes.
gnye@lan0wm.com
Spin-offs clearly not worth it
By Danielle Arndt
GVL Columnist
Not even “Grey’s” 
renowned, cardiac surgeon 
Preston Burke could have 
saved “Private Practice”
— although, wouldn’t THAT 
be an interesting twist?
The highly anticipated, 
highly publicized “Grey’s 
Anatomy” spin-oflf, starring 
Kate Walsh, premiered 
Wednesday and left viewers 
cursing: “There goes an hour 
of my life I can never get 
back.”
Spin-offs have a high 
crash-and-bum rating. Creator 
Shonda Rhimes should 
have taken a lesson from the 
producers of “Joey.”
“Joey” debuted after an 
outstanding, 10-season run of 
“Friends” — perhaps one of 
die most popular TV shows 
of all time, second only to 
“M.A.S.H.”
Matt IxBlanc played Joey 
Tribbiani, a wannabe actor 
from “Friends,” who moves 
to Hollywood to pursue his 
less-than-hopeful acting career
— that in itself was enough to 
secure “Joey” a top 10 spot on 
today’s “Biggest Flops.”
The problem with spin­
offs is followers already have 
pre-conceived notions of the
Arndt
character.
We have 
certain 
expectations 
of how a 
character is 
supposed 
to behave.
In Joey’s 
case, we 
as viewers
knew him as the comical, 
simple-minded friend, who 
never took life much too 
seriously and could, at times, 
be considered a womanizing 
slack-off.
Thus, when producers of 
“Joey” attempted to portray a 
deeper side to Tribbiani, we 
found it far-fetched and soon 
lost interest.
This is the issue I have with 
the new, “Private Practice" 
Addison Montgomery- 
Shepherd.
Rhimes said in an article for 
the San Jose, Calif., Mercury 
News, “‘Grey’s’ is — in the 
best way — high school with 
scalpels, and ‘Private Practice* 
is more grown up, more like a 
squabbling family than a group 
of competitive interns.”
Call me crazy, but dancing 
around in the nude is not 
something I would consider 
mature, granted every woman 
— now Tf then, I suppose —
i
has a desire to do so. However, 
the Addison Montgomery of 
“Grey’s Anatomy" was more 
put-together than this.
Montgomery, Walsh's 
character, was a strong woman, 
a force to be reckoned with at 
Seattle Grace Hospital. She 
rose to challenges, kept her 
cool in times of trouble, took 
chaige, kept those around her 
on their toes and, though her 
life may have been less-than- 
perfect, she dealt with it — and 
for the most part on her own.
I would never have 
expected from her a mental 
breakdown prior to delivering 
a baby in an unsatisfactory 
environment. She is a world- 
class, neonatal sui^geon — as 
she herself makes a point of 
bragging about in the end 
— you would think she’d 
have been able to adapt more 
rationally to such a situation.
Montgomery’s closing 
speech was the most cringe­
worthy moment of the show. 
Meant to be a critical turning 
point, I was simply turned off.
She fails to acknowledge 
her lapse in mental capabilities 
and declares childishly: “I 
saved your asses, and I’m not 
going anywhere.”
Her performance is erratic. 
She is unable to decide 
whether or not her f>Jjght is 
I
soapbox-worthy. Her attitude 
changes from insecure to • 
overtly egotistical, from • 
indecisive to an explosive • 
finish of immature — all in a . 
span of three minutes. .
This behavior seems so 
uncharacteristic of Addison’s 
former self.
I was surprised and 
disheartened that a female 
creator would write such weak < 
female roles. .
Addison’s nude encounter . 
with her best friend’s former 
husband, the two women , 
bickering over their dead 
lover’s sperm, Violet’s 
pitiful phone calls to her 
ex-boyfriend, and Naomi’s 
bathroom scene in which she « 
scarfs down an entire chocolate« 
cake — we are bombarded < 
by negative images of women \ 
needy and out-of-control.
The women of “Grey’s 
Anatomy" could be considered ] 
just as bad. however at least J 
Christina and Meredith attempt J 
to be “fine.” You don’t see 
either of them hysterically 
locking themselves in a 
bathroom, devouring chocolate ! 
cake - and, in my opinion, ! 
they would have a better 
reason to. j
All-in-all, I was extremely J 
disappointed.
damdi@ lanthorn.cotq&
Rachael Williams, Laker Life Editor 
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Notes from 
abroad
m
Siesta, the 
Italian way
By Laura Mazade
GVL Columnist
Twenty-four hour
convenience stores and late 
night fast-food joints are not 
found on this side of Italy. 
Such places I have become 
accustomed to having the 
luxury of, being that I am 
American and it’s what we 
do.
I have had a difficult time 
adjusting to not having the 
luxury of stopping in at the 
grocery store in the middle 
of the afternoon while I am 
making my lunch. If I forgot 
to grab some bread before 
I attempted to make my 
sandwich, too bad. Out of 
luck. Wait until 4 p.m.
Why? Because of Italian 
riposa, or as the other 
American students and I like 
to call it, siesta time. This is 
the time where shops close, 
offices become empty and the 
town goes quiet. A time for 
relaxation.
As for Sundays, forget 
about it. Stores and most cafes 
are almost non-existent on 
Sundays.
This practice is also 
becoming a bit non-existent 
in more touristy areas such as 
Florence, Rome, Venice and 
soon, but here in little Viterbo, 
it is very much practiced. And 
for good purpose.
Siesta starts around I or 1:30 
p.m. and work resumes around 
4 p.m. Stores do not stay often 
later than 8 p.m. here, so if I 
need something at the Despar 
(our small convenience store), 
I better get it before then, or 
wait until tomorrow morning. 
That is just the way it is.
So what do Italians do with 
all this time in between? They 
go home and spend time with 
their family. Family values are 
very rich in Italy, despite the 
divorce rate rising and the birth 
rates beginning to lessen.
Relaxing and eating with 
family is very important and 
this is the time to do it. Seeing 
that I do not have my family 
here and most of the other 
students are in class while I 
am not, I find alternative ways 
to spend my time.
Therefore, I spend my siesta 
time as the Italians do. I take 
a long lunch, stroll through 
the city streets (I have seen 
everything by now that this 
city has to offer), cool off in a 
historical building or museum, 
travel to a nearby town or take 
a nap — the true Italian siesta 
way.
As annoying as it might 
have been at first, I have come 
to appreciate this time of 
relaxation. Siesta makes the 
time move slower, which is 
good for me since I am in no 
rush to be away from Italy.
Although I can get upset 
that I cannot grab some bread 
at a local store whenever I 
need, Italians seem to know 
what they are doing and I get 
over it. As for now, I will settle 
for my afternoon siesta walk 
and discover more Italian 
traditions.
I mazade @ lanthorn .com
CoiiegeLand Comic organization offers 
artistic outlet for students
Illustrated by Corey Miller
Courtesy Photo / Comic Association
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Grand Valley Comic 
Association, in its 
second year, has 
three publications, 
Web site
By Rachael Williams
GVl. Laker Life Editor
Two years after starting the 
Grand Valley Comic Association, 
Alex Nesterenko, GVCA 
president, said he feels confident 
in the publication.
“We’ve had a lot of interest,” 
Nesterenko said. “A fair amount 
of people show up to our meetings 
— some people who want to have 
their work published.”
The GVCA, which started in 
2005, began when a group of 
comic artists from GVSU wanted 
another outlet for publication, 
Nesterenko said.
“We had our first publication 
out last year,” Nesterenko said. “It 
was just a lot of fun so we decided 
to do it again. Essentially, we’ve 
had three issues: ‘The Gonzo 
Complete Preview,’ ‘The Gonzo 
Complete’ and the ‘Webzine.’”
Nesterenko said the 
organization might try to have 
multiple publications this year, 
pending enough funding.
“If we have a huge interest and 
a lot of quality work we might go 
out and do a lot of fundraising,” 
Nesterenko said.
He added because the GVCA 
is a GVSU student organization, 
they can only print work which 
is primarily done by GVSU 
students. Other work they 
receive by non-GVSU students 
are placed on their Web site, 
Nesterenko said.
The GVCA’s last publication, 
“The Gonzo Complete,” is a 
compilation of many GVSU 
students’ work that is printed in 
black and white.
Ryan McConnell, GVSU 
junior and vice president of the 
organization, said he prefers the 
lack of color and 
does not oppose 
the idea of 
keeping the issue 
in gray scale.
“There’s a 
certain charm 
to the black and 
white issue,”
McConnell said.
“A lot of the underground comics 
use it — I think it’s fine.”
McConnell added the comic 
publication is currently free to 
all students.
“We thought about charging, 
but then decided this is something 
the University likes, so we’ll 
continue doing it this way,” 
Nesterenko said.
McConnell agreed it is better 
to keep the publication open for 
all students without a fee.
“It’s very accessible that 
way,” McConnell said. “If you
“Artists usually use 
their own discretion 
so we don’t have to 
use censorship.”
ALEX NESTERENKO
GVCA PRESIDENT
have to pay money for it. I’m not 
sure it’d be as enjoyable.”
Nesterenko said the GVCA 
has moved away from the original 
intent of the organization.
It has now become more of 
another artistic avenue for those 
who like to express themselves 
through art.
“Effectively it’s a collection of 
people who like to draw comics,” 
Nesterenko said. “It started out 
as a hobby, but it can lead to 
other things — it can get your 
name out there in a university 
publication.”
Nesterenko 
added the GVCA 
encourages 
artists to submit 
their work for 
the publication; 
however, they 
do censor their 
work.
“It is still a 
submission process,” Nesterenko 
said. “We’ve omitted certain 
pages — there are restraints on 
certain things. Artists usually use 
their own discretion so we don’t 
have to use censorship.”
The GVCA meets every other 
Monday at 6 p.m. in the Kirkhof 
Center. For more information on 
the GVCA, e-mail gvcomic@ 
gmail.com.
laker life @ lanthorn.com
Flippin’ pancakes with T. Haas
Family Weekend,
‘Pancakes with the 
President’ begin 
new Laker tradition 
at university
By Rachael Williams
GVl. Laker Life Editor
Grand Valley State University 
students and their families began 
the events of Family Weekend 
with a breakfast of pancakes made, 
flipped and served by GVSU 
President, Thomas J. Haas.
“It shows some of the 
fundamental reasons why Grand 
Valley is so special,” Haas said. 
“We’re fix'used on students and 
very family oriented. I’ve been 
flipping pancakes and interacting 
with parents.”
Sponsored by the Hospitality 
and Tourism Management Club. 
“Pancakes with the President” 
is in its second year, marking 
the beginning of a GVSU leaker 
tradition.
“I feel like this is developing 
into a great tradition," said Frank 
Foster, GVSU Student Senate 
president. “I think parents and 
families are pleasantly surprised 
when they can walk downstairs 
and can receive a great breakfast.”
Samantha Halberstadt, GVSU 
senior and director of food and 
beverage for the HTM Club, said 
she was very impressed with the 
turnout of the event.
“This year we were able to have 
both the"president of the Residence 
Housing Association and the 
president of Spotlight come and 
help serve,” Halberstadt said. “It’s 
a really great way for us (HTM 
Club) to get our name out there. 
We definitely plan on keeping the 
event going for years to come.”
Halberstadt said the “Pancakes 
with the President” event is an 
important portion of Family 
Weekend.
“It’s a big support for Family 
Weekend," Halberstadt said. “It 
gets people out early — it gets 
them going and out to Kirkhof and 
then they’re here to participate in 
events.”
Family Weekend, which has 
been an on-going campus event 
for several years, appealed to 
Kristen Klotz, GVSU senior, and 
her family. Klotz's mother, father, 
sister and brother all came out 
and the family participated in the 
5K Walk/Run before attending 
breakfast.
“I thought the walk was a good 
idea,” Klotz said. “It was a way 
to give my family a tour of the 
campus."
Klotz's father. Bill, said he 
enjoyed the time with his family 
and that the pancakes were “nice 
and fluffy.” He joked that the HTM 
Club should serve eggs over easy 
next year.
Halberstadt said the HTM Club 
was able to work with Campus 
Dining for the food, which 
simplified the cooking process, 
enhancing their fundraiser.
“The event is a fundraiser for 
the HTM Club,” Halberstadt said. 
“It helps us put on other events 
during the year for the campus, 
like the Hospitality Summit and 
the Association Night for HTM 
majors coming up October 9.”
Those who attended “Pancakes 
with the President” were asked to 
give a suggested $5 donation to the 
HTM Club for breakfast to help 
pay for some of the costs of food 
and other services.
Foster said events like 
“Pancakes with the President” are 
the events he loves to see happen 
on campus.
“I think the HTM Club has 
done a great job.” Foster said. “It's 
events like this that help establish 
traditions — we have a beautiful 
campus and traditions like this one, 
as well as campus involvement, are 
a central part of a quality college 
experience."
lakerlife@lanthom.com
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Smiling servers: GVSU President Thomas J. Haas and his wife helped serve 
GVSU students and family members at the pancake breakfast. At Family Weekend 
students and family members enjoyed a pancake breakfast made by President Haas, 
Frank Foster and many other staff members from around campus.
GVl l Brian Rider
Furnishing flapjacks: Student Senate President Frank Foster serves pancakes at 
the Family Weekend breakfast
Downtown Living @ Affordable Pricing
We Still Have 1 Bedroom Lofts Available
Heat Included - Dishwasher - Central Air
Cable Ready - Laundry Facilities 
Newer Appliances - Pet Friendly 
24hr Emergency Main. - Elevator 
Intercoms * Smoke Detectors 
Additional Storage Available 20 Sheldon Blvd SI Gr.ind R.ipids
616-234-0100
Character, Comfort & Beauty
I ■ i___yW9 •
If it's Monday ^
You've got to do Chilli! 1
chiliS. Crandville • At RiverTown Crossings Mall 3700 RiverTown Pkwy. • 530.7483
•Must be at baft 21 rears of afr to consume alcohol 
Offer valid every Monday n a m. to doae.
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Women's Center to 
sponsor domestic* 
violence awareness 
during October
(i\ SI has been proriding serriees 
(ibonl (/nines!ie rin/enee since 2002
By Rachael Williams
GVL Laker Life Editor
Inspired by the National Coalition 
Against Domestic Violence, the Grand 
Valley State University Women's 
Center will sponsor “Domestic 
Violence Awareness Month” with a 
series of events throughout the entire 
month of October.
JoAnn Wassenaar, assistant 
director of the Women’s Center, 
said GVSU has been involved in 
providing services geared toward 
raising awareness about domestic
violence during the month of October 
since 2002.
“We tie in domestic violence 
and sexual assault awareness in the 
fall,” Wassenaar said. “Often with 
traditional-aged students they don’t 
think of how domestic violence could 
affect them in a relationship — they 
don’t see it for what it is — dating 
violence.”
Wassenaar said dating violence, 
which could potentially affect college 
students, reflects the same cycle of 
violence that occurs with domestic 
violence.
“What we often see with students
who have experienced dating violence 
are issues with control, isolation 
problems that could lead to partner 
tracking and at times it can involve 
stalking,” Wassenaar said.
Classroom presentations have 
been done in the past as part of the 
awareness program. Wassenaar said 
it is when she begins to talk about the 
“cycle” of violence issues that she 
sees students’ hands come up.
She added dating violence can 
encompass a wide range of controlling 
actions such as grabbing, slapping, 
pinching, waiting for partners outside 
of class or work and at times can lead
to physical violence.
“There’s usually an apology that 
follows,” Wassenaar said. “The ‘I’m 
sorry,’ ‘I love you,’ — ‘I won’t do 
it ever again,’ help to continue the 
dangerous cycle.”
Wassenaar said men are also 
victims of dating, domestic and sexual 
assault violence. However, she added 
the month is aimed at women because 
they are the target for many crimes of 
violence.
“We hope the month will challenge 
people to become advocates,” 
Wassenaar said. “The members of 
the Women Center serve to not only
address issues of domestic violence, 
but also to be advocates for stopping 
the violence. We want people to 
become involved.”
Throughout the month of October 
the Women’s Center will help sponsor 
programs geared to bring awarenesk 
on campus. ,
Events planned include, “Thfc 
Silent Witness Project,” “The 
Clothesline Project,” “Take Back the 
Night” and various speakers.
For more information contact the 
Women’s Center at (616) 331-2748.,
lakerlife@lanthorn.com
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Students keep 'Eyes Wide Open' on 
sexual assault
By Jenny Whalen
GVL Staff Writer
Taking into consideration 
that ignorance is not always 
bliss but knowledge is power, 
the members of the Grand 
Valley State University student 
organization. Eyes Wide Open, 
work toeradicate sexual assault 
through peer education.
“We are peer educators 
about the realities of sexual 
assault on the Grand Valley 
campus and sexual assault 
in general — what it is and 
what it isn’t,” said Tim Elrod, 
president of Eyes Wide Open.
Founded five years ago, the 
main purpose of the group is to 
serve as a vehicle for awareness 
and education for the students 
andfacultyofGVSU. Providing 
informational presentations to 
other student organizations, 
classes and athletic groups, 
Eyes Wide Open offers a 
variety of resource options to 
help individuals respond to, as 
well as handle, cases of sexual
assault in their own lives.
“Eyes Wide Open was 
started because students saw 
a need to educate members 
of campus on sexual assault,” 
said Julia Roberts, a GVSU 
graduate assistant and an 
advisor for Eyes Wide Open. 
“The first step to eradicating 
sexual assault is to know that 
it’s there. Allendale is a pretty 
safe campus, but [sexual 
assault) does happen here — it 
will affect someone sometime 
in their life.”
Like any college campus, 
GVSU has its share of partying, 
Roberts said. However, it is 
at these times that students, 
under the influence of alcohol, 
are most vulnerable to sexual 
assault, she added.
“Sexual assault is a crime 
against the person’s dignity — 
it’s a crime of power,” Elrod 
said. “Power is taken away 
from (the victims) and Eyes 
Wide Open tries to give them 
that power back.”
Fluctuating from 20 to
30 members per semester, 
prospective members of the 
group are required to undergo 
an intensive application and 
interview process as well as a 
three-day training session that 
prepares them to address the 
issues they will face as peer 
educators of sexual assault. 
Unlike other advocacy groups 
on campus. Eyes Wide Open 
is completely student-led and 
student-advised.
“Some people join Eyes 
Wide Open because their lives 
have been affected in some way 
by sexual assault,” Elrod said. 
“Others join because of their 
deep empathy for those who 
have been affected. It’s really 
a mixture of individuals."
Although the majority of 
members are female, advisors 
Angie Shewan and Roberts 
said they hope to not only 
equalize the gender imbalance, 
but expand the diversity of 
the group in coming years. 
Plans to increase male 
membership specifically will
be implemented alongside the 
annual “Take Back the Night” 
initiative sponsored by Eyes 
Wide Open.
Co-sponsoring multiple 
initiatives throughout the 
year, Eyes Wide Open’s main 
projects are “Take Back the 
Night,” the “Clothesline 
Project” and “Rock Against 
Rape.” These events provide 
fun activities, music and vital 
information on the presence 
and prevention of sexual 
assault.
Applications to join Eyes 
Wide Open may be picked up 
in the Women’s Center and 
meetings are held Mondays 
at 9 p.m. in either the Grand 
River Room or Thornapple 
Room in the Kirkhof Center.
The “Clothesline Project” 
will run Oct. 8-11 from 8 a.m. 
to6p.m. in the Women’s Center 
and “Take Back the Night” will 
be held October 15 at 8 p.m. in 
the Louis Armstrong Theatre.
jwhalen@lanthorn.com
Peer education program set up to raise 
awareness, education for students, faculty
r
Deadly consequences of domestic violence unveiled!
By Rachael Williams
6>7. iakerlft Editor
l ' •
Clothesline Project......... .....Monday, Oct. 8 —all day
Kirkhof Center ■ ,•'« r ‘ •- • * '
Take Back the Night...... .....Monday, Oct 15 —8 p.m
Louis Armstrong Theater
Men's Breakfast YMCA.. ........................ Wednesday, Oct 24
Contact Men's Resource
Center for more information >
(616)456-1178
Silent Witness................. ............ Friday, Oct. 26 — noon
Closing Ceremony
GVSU Allendale Campus
Women's Center lounge
r • «
'4f, : * c • *v*. - -^5
By Jenny Whalen
GVL Staff Writer
Silhouettes and shockingly real stories 
expose the truth behind countless deaths of 
Michigan women and children.
Tuesday will mark the fourth unveiling 
of the Silent Witness Project held on 
Grand Valley State University’s Allendale 
Campus. The ceremony will be the first 
campus event to commemorate Domestic 
Violence Awareness Month and one of the 
most visually affecting.
“Silent Witness is an exhibit 
sized plywood cutouts th^M00^^ent actual 
lives lost as a res^^^romestic violence,’ 
said Ju^^^ason, GVSU assij
TT of Women and GemJ^r'fftudies. 
lach silhouette coniawf^the story of 
someone who,jn«<miirdered in an act of 
domejjj^'fTolence. Telling the stories and 
tembering the victims is part of ending 
the violence.”
Mason, who was involved with tl 
Silent Witness Project at Bowlmp^lreen 
State University. helpedhpU^ne event to 
GVSU with th^^nf^pffftof the Women’s 
Center 3. Having experienced
merful impact the project had at 
BGSU. Maaon said she was eager to start
]
a similar Silent Witness exhibit in Western 
Michigan.
The Women’s Center at GVSU has since 
endeavored to make the exhibit one of the 
key events during the awareness month.
“This was the most powerful program 
— the most visual,” said JoAnn Wassenaar, 
assistant director of the Women’s Cc 
“The figures represent moth^g^^ends, 
daughters and sons lost to
domestic viol
Wafifl^flffadded although 22 sill^teiTCs 
used in TuesdayVpaf^lflony, the 
Women’s Centerdfjos^not have nearly 
enough fip*a*<^fo represent all of the 
wqpjitrllnd children killed in the past year, 
tich she estimated to be around 75.
Started in 1990 to promote an end to 
domestic violence, the Silent Wd 
National Initiative now In, pwWlTfil in 
50 states and 15 cojjpleWfTOn Tuesday, 
GVSU willoJgjHT^art to help eliminate 
dom^ii^lolence.
ie event will last from noon to 1 p.m. 
in the Grand River Room of the Kirkhof 
Center and will include opening remarks 
by Jennifer Marcum, executive director of 
Safe Haven Ministries, a performance by 
“Voices,” a GVSU student choir and the 
reading of the 22 stories that each silhouette
represents.
“We want a diverse group of stories tp 
represent all relationships including the 
[Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual^^P^msgendep] 
community,” W^^lflmsaid. “All the 
names ns^^#^^emembered.”
ie initial reading, the^|ftfs~wi|l 
"transferred to a goIdjjJatffleon the frot|t 
of each figure^JLitr^tmouettes will then b£ 
placedjtt^ffftte body bags and transported 
Various campus locations where they 
can be viewed publicly.
“The Silent Witness Project is an example 
of collaboration between the^GVSIiJ 
Women’s Center, WornGendelr 
Studies, communj^KfSmiers, faculty, sta(f 
and studgjUrfrtfTTmteers,” Mason said. “Weft 
for the hard work of the volunteers 
who cut out the plywood, assembled anp 
painted the silhouettes, transported th£ 
figures and told the stories, this project 
would not have come together.”
Also a LIB 100 event, everyone jk 
encouraged to attend.
For more information regarding the 
Silent Witness National Initiative, visit 
their Web site at http://www.silentwitnes$. 
netJ.
jwhalen@lanthorn.coty 
• •
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Accounts
continued from page A1
but organizations need to complete the required steps to 
avoid further action, she said.
If a group has a question about its status, it can contact the 
Student Organization Center at (616) 331-2360.
For further questions regarding account status, or to set up 
an appropriations meeting, e-mail the finance committee at 
ssac@gvsu.edu.
kmeinke@lunthorn.com
Total funds in Reserve Account for 2007-2008 $238,134
Amount allocated on Sept. 25 $14,155
Amount remaining in Reserve Account $ 155,072
Icohol
Continued from page A1
* how it affects them. It’s 
really about campus and 
education.”
Palombi said ACES will 
add a more holistic approach 
to helping students.
“ALERT was not 
^ clinical, counseling 
agency- they didn’t have 
the professionals,” Palombi 
said. “The counseling center, 
because it’s one of our main 
Tocuses (providing help), 
we can provide mental 
Jiealth counseling for those
struggling with alcohol 
related issues. We’re able to 
provide additional services, 
like the mental health 
services, to students who are 
struggling.”
Palombi is thankful for 
Nancy Harper, the developer 
of the ALERT Lab program, 
she added.
“I’m so appreciative of 
the contribution she’s made 
for the university and the 
awareness she has made on 
alcohol and related issues on 
our campus,” she said.
lakerlife@lunthorn. com
10 Things
continued from page A3
8. Make ideas permanent 
and professional:
The Curriculum Materials 
Library, located on the 
Allendale Campus in room 
205 of the Zumberge Library 
and on the Pew Campus 
jn 201A DeVos, offers 
inexpensive laminations, 
^posters, binding and 
transparencies for students.
S Use of a diecut machine 
Js free; just bring your own
C
aterials.
Ahoy music pirates! Put
down your parrot and check 
out these free tunes:
An online music source, 
http://www.Ruckus.com, 
offers special downloads for 
students. Register with a valid 
student e-mail address and 
pick your jams for free.
10. Need a free ride?
Visit http://www. 
RideTheRapid.com for a full 
list of bus schedules between 
campuses, or to get from 
points A to B in Grand Rapids, 
since every GVSU student 
rides the Rapid for free.
cpolmer@lnnthorn.com
Sales tax on services moves ahead 
as state budget deadline falters
Courtesy Associated Press
Sleepy senators: Michigan lawmakers are foced to sleep in Lansing until the 
budget is resolved
By David Eggert and Tim 
Martin
Associated Press Writers
LANSING, Mich. (AP) - A 
conference committee passed a bill 
Sunday morning that would place 
the state’s 6 percent sales tax on a 
wide range of services, but progress 
on an overall deal that would avoid 
a partial government shutdown 
scheduled for 12:01 a.m. Monday 
was slow.
The vote came as the hours grew 
short to avoid the layoff of 35,000 
state workers and a halt to all state 
services except those needed to 
protect health and safety. Michigan 
faces an estimated $ 1.75 billion 
deficit in its fiscal year scheduled 
for just after midnight.
State Treasurer Robert Kleine 
said the sales tax would not apply to 
tickets to sporting and entertainment 
events, golf, dry cleaning, haircuts 
or to legal or accounting services.
But businesses and consumers 
would pay the tax on ski tickets, 
administrative services such as 
payroll, investment services, 
consultants, warehousing and 
storage, specialized design, 
commercial landscaping and 
janitorial services — a total of 23 
major categories.
The tax, if enacted, would take 
effect Dec. 1. It would bring in an 
estimated $614 million for the 10 
months remaining in the fiscal year 
at that point, or about $750 million 
annually, Kleine said.
The Michigan Chamber of 
Commerce is lobbying against the 
measure. And should opponents 
of the services tax gather enough 
signatures, they could block it from 
taking effect for months until a 
statewide vote were held.
Kleine said the bill is written to 
apply to “services that people do 
not have to purchase, and that are 
discretionary.”
The House held a vote on the 
measure, but the board was cleared 
without the vote being tallied.
Before that happened, only 52 
lawmakers supported the bill, four 
short of the 56 needed for passage. 
All Republicans opposed it, except 
Rep. David Agema of Grandville, 
who remains on a hunting trip 
abroad.
Six Democrats opposed it as 
well: Reps. Terry Brown of Pigeon, 
Marc Corriveau of Northville, 
Robert Dean of Grand Rapids, Kate 
Ebli of Monroe, Martin Griffin 
of Jackson and Mike Simpson 
of Jackson County’s Liberty 
Township.
If the sales tax increase makes 
it past the House and Senate, that 
still leaves more than $1 billion 
to be found in other tax increases 
— including an expected income 
tax increase — and changes in the 
way benefits for teachers and state 
government workers are handled.
But although the six-person 
conference committee passed the 
sales tax bill on a 5-1 vote, with 
Manistee Republican Rep. David 
Palsrock being the lone vote 
against, no votes on key issues had 
been finalized in the House or the 
Senate by 1 p.m. Sunday.
Asked how negotiations were 
going, Kleine replied, "Things are 
very fluid.”
A key proposal — approved 
21-17 by the Republican-led 
Senate about 4:30 a.m. — would 
aim to save money by changing 
how health insurance benefits of 
teachers and government workers 
are managed.
"This is Republicans’ reform,” 
said Sen. Mark Jansen, a Republican 
from Gaines Township in Kent 
County. “This is a cornerstone of 
it.”
The measure, now headed to the 
Democratic-led House, is key to the 
overall budget deal because it could 
be a trade off to get Republicans to 
vote for tax increases.
Political posturing over votes, 
with an eye toward the 2008 and 
2010 elections, continued to slow 
the process. Democratic leaders 
have tried in recent weeks to
protect vulnerable lawmakers who 
could be hurt by voting for a tax 
increase, while Republican leaders 
have worried that GOP legislators 
who support a tax increase could 
face recall threats.
Gov. Jennifer Granholm, a 
Democrat, has told about 35,000 
of the state’s about 53,000 workers 
not to report to work on Monday if 
a shutdown occurs. The remaining 
workers, mostly related to public 
health and safety, would stay on the 
job.
That could cause the most 
confusion in state offices since 
1959, when a cash-starved state 
budget prompted state leaders 
to withhold some employee 
paychecks in what became known 
as the Payless Payday crisis.
Republicans want Granholm 
to accept a temporary, emergency 
budget extension that would give 
lawmakers more time to craft a 
permanent budget. Granholm has 
said she won’t sign a temporary 
budget unless she has assurances 
higher taxes to pay for education, 
public health and other programs 
are part of the deal. She said 
lawmakers already have had eight 
months to come up with a blend 
of revenue increases, cuts and 
structural changes to head off the 
crisis.
Leaders in both the House and 
Senate, for the most part, said they 
remained optimistic a deal will be 
reached to avoid a shutdown.
“We cannot stop working until 
we get this budget solved,” said 
Rep. Barb Byrum, a Democrat 
from Onondaga. “A government 
shutdown would be devastating to 
our state.”
The state already has the nation’s 
highest unemployment rate — 7.4 
percent in August — and just went 
through a two-day strike involving 
the United Auto Workers and 
General Motors Corp. Disrupting 
services from state parks to road 
construction could further upset an 
already unsettled public.
"All the tools are right at our 
fingertips to get the job done," said 
Rep. Brian Calley, a Republican 
from Portland. “I have to believe 
this group of people that were 
sent to Lansing to do a job will 
ultimately get that job done.”
Negotiations are centered on 
raising the state’s personal income 
tax rate, now at 3.9 percent, to as 
high as 4.6 percent. Lawmakers 
seemed to be settling on a rate 
between 4.3 percent and 4.4 
percent. It appeared the final rate 
depended on other proposals that 
could be part of the settlement.
nnon t © s
438 Bridge St. • 21* Permitted • 616.774.5969 • myspore.rom/monteslounge
TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY
$2 U Coll It 9pm to 1 Opm $2 Drafts
$1 U CALL IT 10PM TO 11 PM $3 Martinis
$2 U Call It 11pm to 12am 9pm to 2am
COLLEGE NIGHT WITH OJ DAV
EVERYTHING 
1/2 OFF!
9pm to 12am
DJ PLAYING PARTY CLASSICS
FRIDAY SATURDAY
DJ GREG KNOTT DJ ROB SPENCER
cSHl
Monday
$2.75 Oberon 
8pm to 2am
Tuesday
$l Domestic Drafts 
1/2 off Appetizers 
9pm to 12am
Wednesday
$ I Domestic Bottles 
$1 Well Drinks
1/2 off Appetizers 
9pm to 12am
Thursday
$ 10 Bucket Beer 9pm-1 am 
$3 Featured 
9pm to I am
Bloody Sundays
$4 Bufger & Fries till 8pm 
$2.2$ Bud Light Drafts till I am 
$3 Absolut Bloody Mary Bar
[over 60 sauces, mixes and spices]
.
r
public house
. ...
good food, good people, great beer.
441 Mp SLOW Grand feptt 616.74Z.4945
-•I
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FOOTBALL
SCOREBOARD
Wayne State 10
GVSU 41
Saginaw Valley 10
Norttnwood 28
inqfnapons 34
Findlay 3
Ashland 59
Mercyhurst 43
Northern Michigan 13
Farris State 31
Michigan Tech 0
HUbdale 37
NUMBER
CRUNCHER
©
Three different receivers 
totaled more than 100 yards 
receiving in the football 
team's 41-10 victory over 
Wayne State University. It 
was the first time in team 
history that has happened.
©
Juniors Katy Tafler and Ashley 
Elsass each recorded a hat 
trick in GVSU's 9-1 win over 
Findlay on Friday. Elsass set 
an NCAA record by scoring 
three goals in just 1:09.
GET YOUR
LAKER
NEWS
ONLINE
www.lanthorn.com
FOOTBALL
STANDINGS
Team | GLIAC | Overall
#1 Grand Valley 3-0 4-0
Hillsdale 4-1 4-1
Indianapolis 3-1 4-1
Ashland 3*1 3-1
Mercyhurst 3-2 4-2
SaginawVaOey 3-2 3-2
Nfirthwood• •ass Mivfwuw 32 3*2
SOCCER
STANDINGS
Team | GLIAC | Overall
Mercyhurst 2-0-0 8-1-1
Northern Michigan 2-1-2 7-2-2
Vilfaiv St H-t 5-3-1
•1 Grand Why m
Courtesy www.gUac.org
Holy freaking 
career highs
Lakers dismantle 
Warriors in first ever 
game at Fifth Third 
Ballpark, set records
By Brandon Watson
GVL Managing Editor
COMSTOCK PARK. Mich.
— It was only fitting the first 
football game played at Fifth 
Third Ballpark had many first-time 
events.
——I Put it this 
way: if head 
M coach Chuck
Martin and his 
football team
wSSBm coukl play every 
game at Fifth
GVt / Kaitlyn Irwin
Wooden Shoe winners: Matt Beaty proudly raises the Wooden Shoe Rivalry Trophy on Saturday after beating Wayne State University.
Laker offense tears 
ud Wavne State
I Cake*GVSU sets season-high in 
total offensive yards while 
holding WSU to lowest 
points of the season
Koorstra
GVl. Sports Editor
COMWPQt WWKfMich. - To 
jity tbaGrandYgjlqy State University 
ToofoaU team exploited Wayne State 
iMveriity’s weaknesses would be an5
players did so in one game. a rushing' touchdown in the second
“We have so many good athletes,” quarter.
Smolen said. “Anyone can get die The Lakers were in position to 
bail aj, any tupc and none of ua are build on Mr lead hi the M0QP(Ui*lt. 
selfish.** but their ftm two drives e*4fcd 48
The Lak cr offensive line dominated interceptions in die end xne. It was
up front for the entire game. The the first time fdek was picked off 
protection did not go unnoticed by since the season opener, 
lciek. “I’ll definitely be thinking about
“1 thought that it was amazing,” the interceptions," lciek said. “4 saw 
kick said of the line’s play. *They kept the look and I knew it was the wrong
asking the if I was getting touched and throw, but I just let it go.”
1 wjjsjust like ‘No way, I’m fine,’” Junior Scott Biasko flipped over a
lack got the passing game rblling defender and into the end zone for a 
on the team > first touchdown dn ve late 17-yard touchdown reception in the
hi the first
No. 1 team in Aijwpca brought 
10.124 fans. ^
Brad lciek had a pretty good 
game.4 By halftime, the tophoaX 
quarterback had set ofjied three 
of his career Idy^s — pasgjng 
yards (1/1), ownpictidns (16)
touchdowns. r T* ^ 
All in the first tjalf* * —
.When if was all said and donefr 
I^Iek ended the day with the 
tbixti-highest single gqpae total in'*
:ment. if)  courier. He forged Kjathews 
for a 4fr-yarri gain iuid then connected 
with senior Antione Trent on the Next 
play for a 25-yard touchdown.
WSU star
funning back
The Laker offense put up numbers 
that have not been seen infl&rs during 
their 41-10 victoty ovef ffie Warriors 
iaFall ( ’lassie on Saturday night.
GVSU out- r
“Were not afraidk)
I chuck it dovvnfielu 
a little bit. We didn’t 
make all of the plays 
but we made enough 
to get a bunch of 
yards."
CHUCK MARTIN
______________■ wcvsu HEAD coach
defensive backs | L 
were great players
so we waited to attack them.” said 
Martin. “We’re not afraid to chuck it 
downfield a little bit. We didn't make 
all of the plays but we made enough to 
get a bunch of yards.’’
Sophomore quarterback Brad 
lciek had a career night, completing 
25 of 40 passes for 403 yards and four 
touchdowns.
He also managed to spread the ball 
around to many different receivers 
senior
Laker g|(%jCtiit Aries still holds 
the Ibp two spots with 434 and 419
m* . ■ ' ~
Triidn’raven know alidtiMf 
lciek said about climbing up the 
Single-game history ladder. “It’s
prStt^ cool I guess.”
He^ wasn’t the only one to have 
a big game.
For the first time this season, 
both the offensive and defensive 
starters for Martin's team played 
into the fourth quarter. Starters 
finally getting to the fourth game 
of the season without playing in 
the fourth quarter is unheard of in 
college football.
The accolades don’t stop there.
lciek moved the ball around to 
just about everyone on the team. 
Six Lakers caught passes from 
lciek, who completed 25 passes 
overall.
Sophomore hybrid Blake 
Smolen led the way with eight 
receptions for 119 yards and one 
touchdown. Senior wide receiver 
Brandon Horn snatched seven balls 
for 117 and junior tight end John 
Mathews caught five passes for 
108.
It was the first time in GVSU 
history three receivers went for 
more than the century mark in 
receiving yards.
Oh yeah, senior wide j,
receiver Antione Trent caught 
two touchdowns passes on Nri 
receptions too.
“I’m just doing what I can. do' 
and we really took adv&ntagd of 
what we saw," lciek said. “I doriU 
have a favorite [receiver], they*re 
all my favorites. I have all the 
confidence in the world in them.”
The high-octane offense of 
lciek and the receivers paced the 
way for 579 yards of total offense 
— the highest output of the season.
Even with more offensive 
numbers than a statistics major 
would want to deal with, the 
defense also had a great game.
In the past two weeks, Wayne 
State racked up 78 points, but die 
Utkers hekl the Warridn so thevs
sports® lanthorn jcomcoaett, came into 
the game with the 
intention of thing with just seconds remaining in the 
first quarter.
Bell finished 
the night with 26 
carries and 151 
yards, 108 of 
which came in the first half.
“Joique (Bell) got his yards, he 
always gets his yards.” Martin said. 
“He’s a tremendous back, hat’s off to 
him, but I thought our defense did a 
great job. They didn’t let him get lose 
for a really big one.”
After holding WSU to a field goal, 
GVSU added two more first half 
touchdowns. Trent hauled in a two- 
yard fade pass halfway through the 
second quarter. Smolen scored with 
just 19 seconds remaining in the half 
on a 23-yard catch and run.
lciek had thrown for a career-high 
271 yards by halftime. He also added
GVL / Ketty fcegerow
Nke kick: Junior kicker Todd Carter makes
the kick to get the Lakers an extra point 
in GVSU's 41-10 victory over Wayne State 
University for the Fall Classic
Sophomore Blake Smolen. 
Brandon Horn and junior John 
Mathews each had more than 100 
yards receiving, marking the first time 
in team history that three different
Fifth Third welcomes Laker Nation
to catch the game, but the pnee of 
admission was worth file show.
“We still have home turf but it’s a 
totally new atmosphere,” said GVSU 
junior Sandy Geiger. “I would say the 
student section is even more energetic 
here than what it is at Lubbers.”
GVSU Head Coach Chuck 
Martin agreed.
“It was a great atmosphere, and it 
was awesome to see the community 
behind us like this,” he said.’Tonight, 
it was special to be pari of Laker 
Nation, to be a part of tins event”
John Mathews, one of three 
Lakers to surpass the 100-yard 
receiving mark, may have summed 
up the Laker Fifth Third experience 
the best with just five simple work.
of 10,124 made I “ j
it feci like a true
home game by I
watching, urging ljHJjh|
and willing Kx
the Lakers to
victory.
And drinking if 
beer. Lots of it.
While players 
had to adjust to 
the new venue
for its “home” game, so did the fans, 
and foe selling of alcohol created 
a buzz — pun intended — among 
students used to the dty games of 
Allendale. .»*.
The expMph* lots of
Fifth Third tailgating
By Kyle Meinke
GVL Staff Whiter
COMSTOCK PARK, Mich. 
—Winning has become a standard in 
Allendale.
Grand Valley State University 
rolled to a 41-10 victory over 
Wayne State University Saturday 
night, marking an NCAA-best 32nd 
4mmecutive win and 21st straight 
apinstWSU.
; Winning a game on a baseball 
WMt however, is an entirely new
es boil 
for the ,
On <h 
Mathews 
accurate.
But GVSU didn’t let (hern 
fbofcXS affect its game, as the Lakers 
amaraed 379 yards of total offense, 
ndodkig483 yards passing and four 
touchdowns from qumterback Brad 
lciek.
pucks dig the long ball, right? 
Haying m foe baseball field, lciek 
took rather wed to the theme by 
repeatedly going deep.
Despite playing a “home” game 
away from the friendly confines of 
Lubbers Stadium, a sold-out crowd
Vm Berta, rat i)||f j Ujk office 
staff
the crowd was
Rowdy, but vMraRHHNap|f^
Whether watdHg' ftmfrjbr box 
sears or the bleqMj|£jPrshident 
section or the lawnseats, most who 
made the trip thoroughly enjoyed foe 
big stage of Fifth Third Ballpark.
Yes, students were charged $3 
and had to drive to Comstock Park
Feisty fans: Laker football fans pad fifth 
Third BaUp*> where GVSU defeated Wayne 
State Urwersity Saturday
'> ERA VALLEY
WEDNESDAYS 9:30PM-12:00 MIDNIGHT
FOOD
SPECIALS
DRINK
SPECIALS
FUN CONTESTS TO WIN FREE.ADMISSION FOR FUTURE USE
Pre-Game Party
for GVSU Staff & Faculty Families
Please join us between 
noon and 5pm on Saturday Sept. 29' 
for free food and fun!
This is your opportunity to 
check out the greatest 
housing value in Allendale!
Prize Drawings Every Hour!
Homes will be open for tours 
and get FREE pre-approval 
with mention of this ad! OWN one of our homes
for what you would pay for rent!
616.89S.7526
BoulderRidgcUving.com
4370 Pingree St. 
Allendale. Ml 49401
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Lakers beat defending conference champs
Golf finishes strong at separate invitationals
Volleyball continues to 
climb polls with two 
more victories over 
conference opponents
By Rob Rosenbach
GVI. Staff Writer
The No. 10 ranked Grand Valley 
State University’s volleyball team 
continued its winning ways this 
weekend, taking its llth and 12th 
straight matches.
On Friday, the 
Lakers traveled
to Findlay, Ohio 
were they swept the 
University of Findlay 
3-0, (30-26, 30-14
and 31-29). The match 
marked the eighth time 
in the last 10 matches 
GVSU has swept its 
opponent.
Junior middle 
blocker Danielle 
Alexander paced the 
Lakers in the win 
with 13 kills, while 
hitting .550. Freshman outside hitter 
Leslie Curtis and junior outside hitter 
Lauren Reber added 12 and 10 kills, 
respectively.
Head coach Deanne Scanlon said 
everything was working in the favor 
of the Lakers on Friday.
GVSU continued its winning 
streak on Saturday, traveling to No. 
13 Ashland University. The Lakers 
beat the Eagles in a rare five game 
match 3-2, (19-30, 30-27, 30-19, 25- 
30 and 15-13). It was the third time
this season GVSU had played a five 
game set. The Lakers are 2-1 in such 
matches.
Ashland is the defending Great 
Lakers Intercollegiate Athletic 
Conference champions, along with 
the defending regional champions. 
Being that Ashland plays in the 
South Division in the Great Lakes 
Intercollegiate Athletic Conference, 
this was the only regular season 
meeting between the two squads.
“We only see this team once during 
the regular season, so it was big for 
us to come away with the victory,” 
said senior middle 
blocker Erica 
VandeKopple.
Ashland had 
been ranked ahead 
of GVSU all year, 
but with a loss 
to Northwood 
University, the 
Eagles fell out of the 
top 10 nationally. 
The Lakers knew it 
was not going to be 
an easy win away 
from home.
“We had to really 
get out there and fight for it today,” 
Scanlon said. “But that is OK — that 
is how you win championships.”
Scanlon said the Lakers were 
all out of sorts in the first game of 
the day as they lost 30-19. She said 
Ashland did everything right, but 
that the Lakers came back in game 
three and did the same thing to them, 
taking the game 30-19.
Game five went back and forth until 
the two teams were deadlocked at a 
See Volleyball, B3
“We only see this 
team once during 
the regular season, 
so it was big for us 
to come away with 
the victory.”
ERICA VANDEKOPPLE
GVSU SENIOR
GVL / Elise Miller
Taking flight: GVSU senior Erica VandeKopple leaps for the spike during Saturday evening's home match against Northern Michigan University.
GVL / Kaitlyn Irwin
Simple stroke: GVSU golfer Cameron Thomas putts at the Meadows Golf Course
By Kyle Paffhausen
GVL Staff Writer
Both the men’s and women’s 
golf teams finished strong this 
weekend, competing in separate 
tournaments.
The Grand Valley State 
University men’s team claimed 
a five-stroke victory in the 
Saginaw Valley State Cardinal 
Invitational.
While the men played at 
Saginaw Valley, the women 
played in the Northwood Invite in 
Midland, Mich, where they came 
in second.
With a total of 581 for the 
tournament, the Laker men beat 
out Wayne State University 
and host Saginaw Valley State 
University.
Entering the second day tied 
for first with Wayne State, GVSU 
fired a 287 to take sole possession 
of first place. Wayne State finished
with a 292 for their second day. 
Saginaw Valley was seven shots 
back of GVSU with a 588.
Taking third place overall 
for GVSU was sophomore Matt 
Malloure, who shot a 143 to lead 
the team. His one-under-par on 
the first day was followed by an 
even par 72.
“I think our team has an 
immense amount of talent, which 
is evident,” Malloure said. “Our 
top four are extremely solid, 
with all of us averaging 74 and 
under.”
Playing as the only senior on 
the course for GVSU. Josh Orler 
shot a two-under-par 70 on the 
second day en route to a 145 and 
a tie for seventh place. The 75 on 
day one led to a total of two-over- 
par for the tournament.
With another impressive 
outing as a Laker, junior transfer 
Tyler Hering finished inside the 
top 10 once again in a tie for 
ninth. The 146 for the tournament
Soccer opens conference with win
Coach Dilanni s 
team continues to 
reflect No. 1 ranking 
in America, scores 
nine goals again
By Brian Beaupied
GVL Staff Writer
{
Ashley Elsass and the Grand 
Valley State University women’s 
soccer team reminded the 
conference why they are the No. 
1 team in the nation and defending 
conference champs with a 9-1 win 
over Findlay University Friday.
Elsass, a junior forward, set 
an NCAA Division II record with 
three goals in the span of 1:09 as 
the Lakers scored seven times in
the first half. Elsass now has nine 
goals on the season, including four 
game-winners.
The Division I and previous 
Division II records of 2:20 were 
both broken.
Even 
though 
t h e 
Lakers 
scored 
nine 
goals 
for the 
second 
time in 
three Grand Valley State vs Mercyhurst
October 5 7007 at 4 DO PM
GVL / Brian ScvakJ 
Safety stop: Freshman forward Jaleen 
Dingledine keeps the ball from going 
out of bounds during Tuesday's game,
games 
and four
times in the first 10 minutes on 
Friday, head coach Dave Dilanni 
said his team did not start the game 
as well as the stats might say.
“The score really sounds better 
than what it was,” Dilanni said. 
“They came out flying and gave us 
trouble the first 10 to 12 minutes.”
Opponents during the past three 
games have been applying more 
pressure on the GVSU defense, but 
that just plays to the benefit of the 
leaker forwards, Dilanni added.
“Again, we just did what we 
had to do.” Dilanni said. “They 
put numbers up front and applied 
pressure and we struggled early 
on, but that opened a lot of space in 
behind for our forwards.”
Great lakes Intercollegiate 
Athletic Conference player of 
the week, Katy Tafler, added a 
hat trick and a helper giving her a 
conference leading 36 points (14 
goals, 8 assists — goals count as 
two points for stats).
Tafler said getting on the score 
sheet quickly led to success all 
afternoon in the offensive zone.
“I don’t think they were 
expecting us to score first and it 
made them shaky,” she said. “The 
defense got 
down on 
themselves 
and we 
took 
advantage 
of it.”
GVSU 
also 
received 
goals from 
freshmen 
Erika 
Dingledine and
forwards were better than theirs."
Senior defenseman and captain 
Sue Christenson said the defense 
has played better, but was thankful
See Soccer, B3
Pitroff, Jaleen 
Kylee Merino.
Laker goalkeeper Kristina 
Nasturzio was busy early on, 
needing to make some early big 
saves, Dilanni said.
“She had to come out and make 
some saves," Dilanni said. “We 
were sloppy with the ball in the 
defensive end and gave up some 
shots.”
Nasturzio made three saves 
while playing 71 minutes in the 
contest without allowing a goal. 
Senior Lindsey Klykken entered 
the game in relief giving up the 
lone Findlay goal with a little less 
than three minutes remaining.
The only difference between the 
two squads, Dilanni said, was the 
play of the teams forwards.
“It was a lot like playing ping 
pong for a little while, it went us, 
them, us, them," he said. “There 
was no midfield play, and what 
it really came down to was our
J
was good for a total of two-over- 
par, following a 74 for his second 
round.
Other finishers for GVSU 
were sophomore Josh Burt in 
16th place and freshman Cameron 
Thomas in a tie for 34th place. 
They came in at five-over-par and 
10-over par. respectively.
In the same situation as last 
weekend, the men finished with
fourstrong scores. Withachanging 
fifth starter, inconsistency can 
happen, Malloure said.
“Once we fill that position, we 
could compete with the best teams 
in the nation,” Malloure said.
After deciding to skip1 the 
Wayne State Invitational on 
Sunday and Monday, the men 
finish their fall half with the Great
See Golf, B3
*7.25 Pitchers of Beer, Music ft Fun! 
Shoes only $1.59
3335 Fairlanes Avenue Grandville, Ml 49418 (616) 534-6038
H www.bowflmichigan.com
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Sports in Brief
Cross country teams 
win at Notre Dame
The Grand Valley 
State University cross 
country teams each 
claimed first place in 
the Gold Division of the 
Notre Dame Invitational 
on Friday.
Senior Nate Peck led 
the way for the men’s 
team by taking the 
individual title. Junior 
Chris Hammer finished 
in 11th place. The team 
won with a low score of 
93.
The women finished 
with a score of 126. 
Junior Kelly Gibbons 
and senior Susie Rivard 
finished 12th and 18th, 
respectively, to lead 
GVSU.
GVSU finished first 
overall with Calvin 
College in second place. 
Illinois State University, 
the U.S. Military 
Academy and the 
University of Windsor 
rounded out the top 
five.
The teams will 
be competing in the 
Michigan Intercollegiate 
Championship on
Friday.
Three more Lakers 
earn GLIAC honors
A trio of GVSU 
athletes earned player of 
the week accolades last 
week.
Senior linebacker 
Kirk Carruth was named 
Defensive Player of 
the Week after helping 
the Laker football team 
claim a 48-6 victory over 
Michigan Technological 
University on Sept. 22.
Junior Jamie Ashmore 
became the third 
different player from 
GVSU to earn Volleyball 
North Division Player 
of the Week in as many 
weeks.
Junior Katy Tafler 
was also named 
Women’s Soccer Player 
of the Week.
Former Notre Dame 
QB transfers again
Demetrius Jones, 
who left Notre Dame 
after losing his starting 
job to Jimmy Clausen, 
will be joining up with 
former Grand Valley 
State University head 
coach Brian Kelly 
at the University of 
Cincinnati.
Jones originally 
enrolled at Northern 
Illinois University, but 
Notre Dame would not 
grant him a release from 
his scholarship unless 
he went to a different 
school approved by the 
team.
Cincinnati improved 
to 5-0 with a 52-23 
victory over San Diego 
State University on 
Saturday.
They are beating 
opponents by an average 
of 35.8 points per game.
GVSU hockey opens season 2-0
Lakers take two games from Western Michigan University to begin 2007 campaign
GVl / Brian Sevald
Puck passing: Phil Murray handles the puck in the Bronco zone in Friday's home opener versus Western Michigan University.
By Josh Kowalczyk
GVL Staff Writer
A four-goal second period 
propelled the Grand Valley 
State University club hockey 
team to a win in its season 
opener Friday night.
Forwards Matt Morang and 
Brandon Rood each scored two 
goals and Ryan Welch added 
two assists to lead GVSU to 
a 6-4 victory over Western 
Michigan University at the 
Georgetown Ice Center.
“We had a lot of energy,” 
said captain Nate Morang. 
“We out-skated them for most 
of the game.”
Laker head coach Denny 
McLean was pleased with his 
team’s effort.
“I was very impressed with 
the speed of our hockey club,” 
McLean said. “They built on 
every shift.”
GVSU set the tone early, 
playing more physical than 
Western, but the Lakers had 
trouble clearing the puck out 
of their zone in the early stages 
of the first period.
The Lakers struck first with 
Rood’s goal at 4:06 in the first 
period. After Western scored 
the next two goals. Matt 
Morang tied the game with a 
power play goal with three 
minutes left in the first period.
Western took the lead less 
than a minute into the second 
period on forward Mike 
Podelnyk’s goal.
The Broncos matched 
GVSU’s intensity early in the 
second period.
“They started to hit back 
and we stayed away from 
retaliation,” McLean said.
GVSU then scored three 
unanswered goals including 
two breakaway goals in a row 
by freshmen Matt Morang and 
Ryan Altom.
Altom’s goal was short- 
handed and put the Lakers up
5-3. Rood added his second 
goal late in the period to round 
out GVSU’s scoring.
The four-goal period was 
all the Lakers needed as they 
played keep away throughout 
the rest of the game. Freshman 
goalie Grant Lyon made a key 
save late in the third period to 
keep GVSU’s lead at two.
“This was a momentum 
getter,” said McLean of the 
save. “Western Michigan is a 
good hockey team. Going in, I 
was confidently optimistic.”
Podelnyk led Western with 
two goals and an assist while 
forward Mike Scholler had 
two assists.
GVSU was also in action 
Saturday at Western. The 
Lakers won 6-5 in an overtime 
shootout. The score was tied 
3-3 after the second period.
“It was a tough hockey 
game,” McLean said. “We 
really couldn’t get any flow.”
The Broncos scored twice 
in the third period to make the 
score 5-3 but the Lakers rallied 
in the final four minutes.
Welch tied the game with 24 
seconds left in regulation and 
Morang’s goal in the shootout 
clinched the victory for the 
Lakers.
Sophomore Kevin Chapman 
made 22 saves in goal and 
Morang scored twice to lead 
the Lakers. Jason Brown, Phil 
Murray and Rood each had a 
goal. Welch added a goal and 
three assists.
“We started out the season 
2-0 which is spectacular, 
especially against a Division 1 
program,” said McLean.
GVSU will be in action 
Tuesday through Sunday at 
the Grand Valley Invitational. 
They will play Eastern 
Washington, No. 7 Penn State 
University and No. 12 Wagner 
College.
jkowalczyk @ lanthorn .com
Women's tennis remains undefeated at 5-0
By Emanuel Johnson
GVL Staff Writer
The women’s tennis team 
defended its undefeated record 
this weekend with home- 
court victories over Michigan 
Technological University on 
Friday and Lake Superior State 
University on Saturday.
The team won each match 
decidedly, defeating Michigan 
Tech 8-1 and LSSU 7-2. The 
victories pushed the team’s 
record to 5-0.
“We played pretty good 
against a pair of tough teams,” 
said head coach John Black. 
“I think we’re going to keep 
picking it up as we go along.”
The team won two out of 
three doubles matches each 
day, but coach Black still sees 
room for much improvement.
“Doubles needs to work on 
being aggressive and getting 
to the net,” Black said. “We 
also need to work on becoming 
fitter and stronger than all of 
the other teams that we play.”
Senior captain Jenna 
Killips won handily on Friday, 
defeating Michigan Tech’s 
Amy Palmgren in two straight 
sets (6-1, 6-3). She struggled, 
however, on Saturday in a 
loss against LSSU’s Megan 
LaMothe by the same count.
Killips said she has played 
against LaMothe in every
match against LSSU since she 
has been in college.
“It’s been an ongoing battle 
between the two of us as far 
as who wins, and it goes on 
and off.” Killips said. “Every 
position I’ve been at, she just 
happened to be there too. To me 
she’s a very on and off player. 
This weekend she was on and 
I didn’t execute the shots I 
needed to in order to win.”
Killips received a lot of help 
from the strong play of Katelyn 
Grashorn, Darylann Trout and 
Jackie Shipman. The three 
defeated their opponents in 
straight sets without dropping a 
single point.
“Our freshmen have been 
a great addition to our team,” 
Killips said.
The freshman have stepped 
up for the team early this 
season.
“They win pretty handily 
every time we play a team,” 
Killips added. “It’s nice to have 
them at their spots dominating 
to put some ease on the others 
when we may be struggling.”
Coach Black also appreciates 
the powerful style of his 
younger players.
“All three of our freshmen 
dominated in their matches,” 
he said. “They were on the 
court and off of the court very 
quickly.”
No freshman has more than 
two losses in singles play thus
far in the season. Shipman still 
remains undefeated at 8-0.
Whiletheteamishappy about 
its success so far, everyone on 
the team is looking forward to 
its Oct. 17 conference match up 
against Northwood University.
The Lakers have not beaten 
Northwood since a 6-3 victory 
in October of 2002.
“They’re traditionally top 
10 in the country," said Black. 
“We’ll see what we can do 
against them this year. We just 
have to keep improving and 
hopefully we can come out 
with a win.”
Killips is especially eager to 
finally try to earn a victory over 
the undefeated Timberwolves 
before she leaves college.
“Every year the team’s gotten 
stronger and stronger and I 
think this year is definitely our 
strongest team,” she said. “We 
have a good chance of beating 
Northwood this year and being 
first in the GLIAC. It’s going to 
be a little bit of a challenge, but 
I think we can do it.”
The team will play Ferris 
State University on Friday 
and Saginaw Valley State 
University on Oct. 13 before 
facing Northwood. The team’s 
next home match will be 
against Wayne State University 
on October 19.
ejohnson@lanthorn.com
GVL / Craig Harmcr
Anticipation: GVSU women's tennis player Darylann Trout prepares a shot during 
a match on Friday Trout is a freshman this year at Grand Valley State University
Volleyball
continued from page B2
10-10 tie. The Lakers scored 
the next three points to make it 
a 13-10 lead
Ashland came back and 
made the score 14-13, but a kill 
by VandeKopple insured the 
Lakers with their 12th straight 
win.
“It was a very hard match 
mentally and physically,” 
VandeKopple said. “A lot of 
our matches lately we have 
been winning in three, so it was 
great to get a five game win."
Scanlon agreed with 
VandeKopple, saying the 
leakers are winning in different 
ways and that is going to help 
them down the road.
VandeKopple once again 
filled up the stat sheet as she 
posted 16 kills, two aces and 
four digs while hitting .438.
Senior libero Allyson Riley 
also had a good night adding 
34 digs and three assists.
This weekend trip brings 
the team’s record to 17-2 
overall and a flawless 7-0 in 
the GLIAC North Division.
The Lakers look to extend 
their 12-game winning streak 
as Ferris State University 
comes to the Fieldhouse Arena 
to take on the leakers Oct. 12.
rrosenhach® lanthorn. com
Golf
continued from page B2
Soccer
continued from page B2
lakes Intercollegiate Athletic 
Conference Championship next 
Monday and Tuesday. The final meet of 
the season will be held in Findlay. Ohio, 
at Findlay University.
The women, meanwhile finished the 
first day in second place with a 307. and 
ended the tournament in the same slot.
Down 11 strokes after day one, the 
Inkers dropped their saw to a 304 for 
the second round for a total of 611. The 
team finished six strokes behind Ferris 
State University.
The University of California (Penn.) 
came in third with a 627. well behind 
GVSU.
GVSU finished with four of its five 
golfers in the top 10. led by sophomores 
Caitlin Duval and Caitlin Bennett in a
tie for fifth place. Bennett ended the first 
day with a 78 while compiling a 74 for 
the seaxid round on the way to her 152. 
Duval shot an identical 76 during both 
rounds to get her score.
After leading GVSU with an initial 
76, senior Tracey Puckering ended with 
a 154 to tie for l()th place.
Also finishing in the top 10 was 
sophomore Ashley Smith with a 153. 
Her seamd round 76 put her in a tie for 
eighth place.
The next stop for the women is The 
Shootout held in Franklin. Ind. The 
uximament will be their last of the 
fall season before coming back in the 
spring.
kpaffhausen(a)Janthom. com
\y
for the help of her 
teammates up front.
“It’s a relief to score 
so many goals especially 
after struggling in our last 
game.” Christenson said, 
referring to the Lakers 3-1 
win over St. Joseph's on 
Tuesday. “It wasn't our best 
game in back as a whole.”
The added pressure 
teams have been placing 
on the GVSU defense is a 
gamble. Christenson said.
“It’s a chance other 
teams take, being that 
aggressive (on offense) 
opens up a lot of space for
our forwards.”
For the fourth 
consecutive week the 
Lakers are atop the Division 
II polls as the top team in 
the nation.
GVSU. 9-0 on the 
season, will conclude its 
tour of Ohio on Sunday 
with a stop in Ashland for 
a conference match against 
the Eagles.
Kickoff is scheduled for 
I p.m.
hheaupied@lanthom.com
New Bush plan to create 
international fund to 
finance clean-energy
By John Heilprin
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) - President 
Bush called on the world’s worst polluters 
Friday to come together to set a goal for 
reducing the greenhouse gas emissions 
that are causing the climate to heat up. He 
didn't exempt his own country from the 
list.
“By setting this goal, we acknowledge 
there is a problem, and by setting this goal, 
we commit ourselves to doing something 
about it,” Bush said in a speech that 
capped two days of talks at a White House- 
sponsored climate change conference. “We 
share a common responsibility: to reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions while keeping 
our economies growing”
He said each nation should establish 
for itself what methods it will use to rein 
in the pollution problem without stunting 
economic growth.
The gathering drew together U.S. 
representatives with those of 15 other 
nations, including big producers from the 
developing world like China and India as 
well as the European Union and United 
Nations. Bush’s emphasis is on using green 
technologies and other voluntary efforts to 
tackle global warming. The president said 
the reduction goal should be finalized by 
next summer, along with ways to measure 
progress toward it.
He also proposed the creation of an 
international fund to finance research into 
clean-energy technology, announcing that 
U.S. Treasury Secretary Henry Paulson 
would coordinate the effort and would 
be in touch with other governments soon 
about moving forward.
“Each nation must decide for itself 
the right mix of tools and technology to
achieve results that are measurable and 
environmentally effective,” Bush said.
In his speech. Bush acknowledged 
that climate change is real and that human 
activity is a factor.
But he refuses to sign onto mandatory 
emission-reduction obligations, preferring 
to encourage the development of new 
technologies and other voluntary measures, 
and won’t participate in any talks toward a 
global agreement that do not include energy 
guzzlers from the developing world.
As a result, many have suggested 
that the U.S.-brokered process is aimed 
at undermining broader talks sponsored 
by the United Nations, set to begin in 
Indonesia in December, to draw up a 
successor treaty to the Kyoto Protocol, 
which expires in 2012. That U.N. treaty 
was rejected by the administration 
because. Bush said, it unfairly harmed the 
economies of rich nations like the United 
States while excluding poorer countries 
like China and India from obligations.
The U.N. negotiations emphasize 
mandatory controls.
Europeans and environmentalists were 
disappointed.
“One of the striking features of this 
meeting is how isolated this administration 
has become. There is absolutely no 
support that I can see in the international 
community that we can drive this effort 
on the basis of voluntary efforts," John 
Ashton, a special representative on climate 
change for the British foreign secretary, 
said in an interview. “1 don’t think that this 
meeting by itself moves the ball very much 
at all. The much more significant meeting 
this week was at the U.N., where there was 
a sense of uigency.”
German Environment Minister Sigmar 
Gabriel gave the equivalent of two cheers 
— not three — for Bush.
“This here was a great step for the 
Americans and a small step for mankind,” 
he said. “In substance, we are still far 
apart.”
The ball is now Congress’ court, said
Fred Krupp, president of Environmental 
Defense, who was one of the few outsiders 
to address the panel of government 
ministers at the meeting.
“Congress needs to lead. The president 
is not giving us the leadership we need. 
Ultimately what we need are mandatory 
caps,” Krupp said. “No air pollution 
problem in the world has ever been solved 
without having legal limits."
At the same time, the fact that the United 
States was taking a role in the process, and 
a leading one. was heartening to some.
Until recently, said Emil Salim, an 
economist and member of the Indonesian 
president’s council of advisers, Bush 
off ered “no dialogue on the Kyoto Protocol 
whatsoever. This time, the members of 
the Kyoto Protocol are invited to discuss. 
So from that point of view, there is some 
improvement,” he said in an interview. 
"But on the other hand, I think it has more 
to do with the domestic politics, because 
you have election.”
Yvo de Boer, the top U.N. climate 
official, told the 16 nations participating 
in the White House-led meeting that "this 
relatively small group of countries holds a 
key to tackling a big part of the problem” 
but that their response can succeed only 
by “going well beyond present efforts,” 
especially among rich, industrialized 
nations.
Bush said the United States is serious 
about global warming and is committed to 
making progress itself to slow its growth 
rate in carbon dioxide and other industrial 
warming gases as well as to seeing a global 
deal cut.
“By working together we will set wise 
and effectjve policies,” he said. “I want 
to get the job done. We’ve identified a 
problem. Let’s go solve it together.”
Bush’s administration has seemed more 
sensitive of late to perceptions in other 
parts of the world that the U.S. government 
either does not take the phenomenon of 
global warming seriously — or seriously 
enough.
Courtesy Associated Press
Planetary protest: An unidentified protestor is arrested during a Greenpeace demonstration while 
the Major Economies Meeting on Energy Security and Climate Change is in session inside at the State 
Department in Washington Thursday.
Pakistan's high court rejects legal challenges to Musharraf
By Stephen Graham
| Associated Press Writer
ISLAMABAD, Pakistan (AP) — 
President Gen. Pervez Musharraf cleared 
the main hurdle to his bid for another five 
years in power Friday when Pakistan's 
Supreme Court squashed legal challenges 
to the leader’s increasingly unpopular and 
bitterly opposed candidacy.
Musharraf, a close U.S. ally, appeared 
set for victory in an Oct. 6 presidential ballot 
by national and provincial legislatures, 
where his supporters hold a majority. He 
has promised to resign as army chief if
elected to a new five-year term, restoring 
civilian mle.
In its 6-3 ruling, the high court 
dismissed petitions filed by opposition 
parties and lawyers arguing that Musharraf 
could not be a candidate while retaining his 
heavyweight military post.
The ruling triggered jubilation in 
the government and anger among the 
opposition, which vowed to keep fighting 
to stop Musharraf. Some in the opposition 
threatened to have their lawmakers resign 
from Parliament in an attempt to rob the 
presidential vote of legitimacy.
But analysts said it was unlikely his
candidacy could be derailed, noting that the 
country’s squabbling opposition parties are 
weak and unable to work together.
Many in the opposition had been 
looking to the Supreme Court as the best 
hope for blocking Musharraf’s plan to 
extend his eight-year mle. since its judges 
had issued a series of rulings earlier in the 
year that limited his authority.
Presiding Judge Rana Bhagwandasgave 
only a cursory explanation for Friday’s 
ruling, which drew howls of protest 
from black-suited lawyers crowding the 
cavernous courtroom. The six judges in 
the majority ruled the issues raised by the 
petitions did not fall in their jurisdiction.
"These petitions are held to be 
non-maintainable,” Bhagwandas said, 
prompting lawyers in the room to chant 
“Shame, shame!" and “Go, Musharraf, 
go!”
Outside, dozens of supporters of an 
Islamist opposition party threw tomatoes 
and eggs at the court’s front gate while 
chanting slogans against the president. 
Police kept them separated from about l(X) 
Musharraf supporters.
Musharraf, who seized power in a 1999 
coup, has seen his unpopularity rise since he 
tried to oust the Supreme Court’s chief judge 
in March — a move that was overturned by 
the court. He is also struggling to contain 
increasingly violent Islamic militants and 
faces growing sentiment among Pakistanis 
that his alliance with Washington is fanning 
extremism.
But Musharraf sought to retake the 
political initiative in recent weeks.
He pledged to resign his military post 
if re-elected president and restore civilian
mle to a country that has lurched between 
unstable elected governments and military 
regimes during its 60-year history.
At the same time, he clamped down 
on his most vociferous opponents. Nawaz 
Sharif, the prime minister deposed in 1999. 
was sent back into exile when he tried to 
return this month. And this week, authorities 
rounded up hundreds of opposition activists 
to prevent protests, although the Supreme 
Court on Thursday ordered them freed.
Musharraf's government called Friday’s 
mling a milestone on Pakistan's path back to 
democracy. "Justice triumphs," presidential 
spokesman Rashid Quereshi said.
While the mling will further polarize 
Pakistan’s politics, there is no sign that the 
bickering opposition parties can mobilize 
widespread resentment at Musharraf and 
the army.
Talat Masood, a prominent political 
analyst, said Musharraf’s insistence on 
securing re-election before quitting the 
army showed that real power still resides 
with the military.
“It looks as though the country is very 
much divided at the moment, and they (the 
military) have been successful in doing that 
and are able to hold on to power,” Mastxxl 
said.
Ayaz. Amir, a columnist for the 
Dawn newspaper, predicted the mling 
would deflate opposition efforts and said 
Musharraf now appeared unstoppable.
"The disappointment across the country 
will be huge. There will be a more realistic 
assessment of what is possible now and 
what is going to happen,” Amir said. 
“They will be in celebratory mood in Army 
House.”
On Saturday, the Election Commission 
is due to assess the eligibility of the 
43 presidential candidates. The main 
challenger to Musharraf is likely to be 
retired Justice Wajihuddin Ahmed, who 
was nominated by lawyers.
Farid Piracha, a lawmaker for the 
Jamaat-e-lslami party, which filed one of 
the petitions, rejected the Supreme Court’s 
decision.
“The judges have not fulfilled their 
constitutional obligation,” Piracha said. 
“Now our light against dictatorship will 
be on the streets ... This decision does not 
reflect the sentiments of the people, and it 
will not be accepted.”
Javed Hashmi, acting leader of Sharif’s 
party, said their lawmakers would resign 
from Parliament, an opposition strategy 
intended to taint the presidential ballot’s 
legitimacy.
Former Prime Minister Benazir Bhutto, 
who is in self-exile, still hopes to negotiate 
a power-sharing deal between her moderate 
Pakistan People’s Party and Musharraf’s 
party after parliamentary elections that 
must be held by January.
Musharraf has so far held out against 
Bhutto’s demand that he yield some of the 
presidency’s sweeping powers, including 
the right to fire the government.
After Friday’s court mling, Bhutto told 
Geo TV that her party could join other 
opposition groups in resigning from the 
assemblies if Musharraf did not move 
toward restoration of dermxracy.
“Musharraf and his team say they 
want national reconciliation, but there is 
difference between saying something and 
implementing it,” she said.
Courtesy Associated Press
Rallying cry: Pakistanis dance during a rally to celebrate the Supreme Court decision
Red Cross talks with group who kidnapped four of its workers in Afghanistan
By Amir Shah
Associated Press Writer
KABUL, Afghanistan (AP)
— The International Committee 
of the Red Cross has established 
contact with the armed group that 
kidnapped four of its workers but 
no progress has been made, officials 
said Friday.
On Saturday, meanwhile, a large 
bomb ripped through a crowded 
police bus in Kabul, killing 27 
people, officials said.
The four ICRC employees
— a national from Myanmar, 
one from Macedonia and two 
from Afghanistan — were seized 
Wednesday in the central province 
of Ghazni while trying to secure the 
release of a German captive.
“We have established contact 
with all parties concerned with the 
aim of resolving this situation as 
quickly as possibly.” said Graziella 
I^eitc, an ICRC spokeswoman in
Afghanistan.
Leite said the ICRC was 
referring to the kidnappers as an 
“armed group.”
The number of kidnappings 
— both by Taliban militants and 
individual criminal networks — 
have increased in recent months.
Militants had initially released 
the German. Rudolf Blechschmidt, 
but then re-captured him along with 
the four ICRC employees.
The chief of the Sayad Abad 
district of Wardak province, where 
the four were taken, said elders 
had spoken with the kidnappers 
late Thursday “but didn’t achieve 
anything.”
Enaytullah Mangal said the 
hostages had been taken from his 
district and into the neighboring 
province of Ghazni — where 23 
South Koreans were kidnapped 
earlier this year. But the governor of 
Ghazni province said the hostages 
were still in Wardak.
The U.S.-led coalition and
Afghan authorities have been 
hunting the kidnappers of the 
South Koreans since their release 
in August.
The coalition said Friday that six 
insurgents had been detained in an 
operation in Ghazni that aimed to 
capture a Taliban leader behind the 
kidnappings. It wasn't immediately 
clear if the leader was among the 
six captured, the coalition said.
Blechschmidt. a German 
engineer, was abducted on July 18, 
one day before the South Koreans 
were captured.
Blechschmidt is one of two 
German engineers and live Afghans 
who were seized together. The other 
CJerman was found dead of gunshot 
wounds on July 21, while one of 
the Afghans managed to escape.
It was not immediately clear 
how many Afghans were being 
held with Blechschmidt. although 
McGoldrick said there were five 
with him.
The numbe*/ of kidnappings
has spiked this year after the 
Taliban secured the release of five 
insurgent prisoners in exchange 
for a captive Italian journalist in 
March — a heavily criticized swap 
that many feared would encourage 
abductions.
The South Korean hostage 
crisis was another windfall for 
the Taliban, winning them face- 
to-face talks with South Korean 
government delegates.
Witnesses said the bus had been 
tom apart by the blast and that body 
parts had been scattered in many 
directions.
A high-ranking Afghan army 
medical official said 27 bodies had 
been taken to two hospitals. He 
asked not to be identified because 
he was not supposed to talk to the 
media.
An Associated Press reporter 
said the explosion peeled the roof 
off the bus and the windows of 
nearby shops had been blown out.
In June, a bomb rioted through
a police academy bus at Kabul’s 
busiest transportation hub. killing 
around 35 people in the de;»dliest 
insurgent attack in Afghanistan 
since the U.S.-led invasion in 
2001.
Separately in the south, a 
remote-control bomb in a market 
killed four people, including two
children, an official said Friday.
The explosion in Gereshk in 
Helmand province was apparently 
aimed at Afghan police. Two 
children, a man and one police 
officer were killed in the blast, 
said Gereshk district chief Manaf 
Khan. He said the Taliban were 
responsible.
Courtesy Associated Press
Secure shelter: A Red Cross Hember helps a woman leave a damaged area
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'Cymbeline' flawed, but worth attending
Play tells confusing 
story of unlucky 
lovers, mostly 
ignores the issue of 
slavery
probably be “What is Shakespeare 
trying to do?"
The play is strange chimera of 
comedy, romance, tragedy and 
violence that often suffers sudden 
and unexpected changes of tone. 
After reading about the play, both 
from the Droeram and some liel
Internet research, this reviewer 
came to a startling conclusion — 
“Cymbeline” is not a strong play. 
ITie problem is not with the valiant 
effort of the Grand Valley theatre 
department, but with the source 
material itself.
“Cymbeline” tells the long and
confusing story of a pair of unlucky 
lovers, Posthumus (played here 
by Dustin Mason) and Imogen 
(Hannah GafT). This writer was 
not able to completely understand 
the continuous plot twists, but the 
lovers run into problems when a 
named Jachimo (Christopher
By Ryan Copping
GVL Staff Writer
The fundamental question 
that will strike any viewer of 
Grand Valley State University’s 
production of “Cymbeline” will
«r
p+i
GVI / Lindsey Waggoner
'Cymbeline' confusion: William Hardee, played by Mike Harthen, visits Cymbeline's home The northern and southern forces collide in the play that premired Friday night in the Louis Armstrong Theater
Weaver) bets that Imogen is not as 
pure as her boyfriend might believe. 
She refuses Jachimo’s advances, 
but unwilling to admit defeat, he 
lies to Posthumus and tells him that 
they “got it on.”
At this point, Imogen goes into 
the forest and impersonates a man 
(for reasons that aren’t quite clear), 
and gets taken in by mountain man 
named Morgan (Roger Ellis), while 
Posthumus prepares for battle as a 
member of the Confederate Army.
The Confederate Army? Yes, 
GVSU’s production transplants 
the setting from Britain and Rome, 
circa 40 AD, to the American Civil 
War. This choice by director Ian 
Borden provides the play with 
many fine visual possibilities (and 
some very impressive costumes), 
but ultimately doesn’t help the 
audience to understand a very 
convoluted story.
The change of setting 
Unintentionally causes us to focus 
on the deviations from history (the 
Civil War is declared over by the 
Governor of Kansas?) and the main 
moral cause of the war, slavery, is 
never mentioned or even implied. 
Given the fact that slavery was the 
greatest evil in American history, 
this is difficult to ignore.
Still, there are several 
praiseworthy to the production, 
the greatest of which is the acting. 
The entire company is on the whole 
strong, but the standout performance 
is given by Josh King as Clotton, a 
comedic character that is genuinely 
funny and something more. The 
character takes a dramatic turn in 
the second act and King enables us 
to see behind the buffoonery into a 
real, three dimensional character. 
Other highlights in the cast include 
Ellis as the Natty Bumppo-like 
mountain man as well as Elliot 
Michel and Chuck Fortenbacher as 
his adoptive sons.
Still, the cast cannot overcome
See Cymbeline, B6
Meijer Gardens welcomes 
George Rickey sculpture 
exhibit until December
Major kinetic 
exhibition displays 
many works from 
late artist at 
Frederik Meijer
By Jessica Pawlowski
GVL Staff Writer
Last Friday a major 
sculpture exhibition premiered 
at Frederik Meijer Gardens & 
Sculpture Park.
The George Rickey Kinetic 
Sculpture: A Retrospective, 
which will run until December 
31, features 30 interior and 
20 exterior pieces of the late 
artist’s work.
“It is a unique exhibition 
of kinetic
sculpture from a 
world renowned 
sculptor,” said 
Heidi Holst,
Curator of Arts 
Education at 
Meijer Gardens.
Joseph 
Becherer, who 
has been the 
director and 
curator of Meijer 
Gardens for nine 
years, said Rickey is generally 
regarded as one of the most 
significant sculptors of the 
20th century and is known for 
his kinetic work.
“He originally trained as a 
painter, but when he was in the 
second World War he worked 
as a machinist.” Becherer said, 
which led Rickey to work on 
sculpture and in particular 
kinetic sculpture, which move 
as a result of engineering and 
air.
Jens Zorn, professor of 
physics and applied physics 
at the University of Michigan, 
said Rickey is one of the 
pioneers in the construction 
of sculptures that incorporate 
motion.
2^orn will be at Meijer 
Gardens on Saturday as part ofw
the educational activities that 
go along with the exhibition 
to discuss, and show with 
demonstrations, how the 
principles of physics enter into 
Rickey’s constructions.
“There were others before 
him, but he extended the use of 
motion in both large, exterior 
sculptures and indelicate w'orks 
for indoor display,” Zorn said. 
“I will also talk, on the basis of 
my own work as a sculptor, a 
bit about the way engineering 
considerations constrain
sculptural expressions. My 
talk is directed to a general 
audience who need not have 
any particular background in 
science.”
Most of the pieces in 
the Rickey exhibition will 
be kinetic sculptures. The 
exhibition looks 
at the whole 
career of Rickey, 
covering six 
decades.
“The elegant 
and simple 
movement of 
the sculptures 
are mesmerizing 
and inspire 
curiosity,” 
Holst said. 
“Rickey had a 
background in engineering 
and watching the sculptures 
move makes one wonder how 
he accomplished this effortless 
looking movement.”
Becherer said the exhibition 
is unique for two reasons — 
the sculptures combine science 
and engineering with art and it 
has both pieces installed inside 
and pieces installed outside.
“I am excited about this 
exhibition because I think it 
will appeal to everyone, those 
with art backgrounds and those 
without,” Holst said.
She thinks students will 
enjoy the exhibition, because 
the sculptures contain simple, 
geometric shapes that move in 
complicated ways.
Becherer said the 
exhibition will give students
“It is a unique 
exhibition of 
kinetic sculpture 
from a world 
renowned 
sculptor.”
HEIDI HOLST 
CURATOR, ARTS EDUCATION
Courtesty of Meijer Gardens
Superb sculpture: Meijer Gardens houses the Rickey Kinetic sculpture exhibit
an opportunity to see really 
important and beautiful 
artwork.
“It’s a really wonderful 
opportunity to see very, very, 
very significant work here 
in West Michigan,” he said. 
“We just encourage students, 
faculty and staff to come out 
and enjoy this very unusual but 
rewarding exhibition which 
masterfully blends art, science, 
horticulture and sculpture.”
Regular admission to 
Meijer Gardens is $12 and 
$9 to students with proper
identification. The George 
Rickey exhibition is free with 
entrance to Meijer Gardens.
Meijer Gardens has 125 
acres of both interior galleries 
and gardens and serves more 
than 500,000 visitors every 
year.
For more information on 
Zorn’s presentation and for a 
complete list of educational 
activities that go along with 
Rickey’s exhibition, visit 
http://www.meijergardens.org.
jpawlowskX& lanthorn. com
Sophie Freud spends day with GVSU
By Jessica Pawlowski
GVL Staff Writer
“Leaving Pans by bicycle... 
who would’ve thought we 
could escape the German army 
that way?” said Sophie Freud, 
granddaughter of Sigmund Freud, 
to a packed mom full of students, 
parents and faculty last Friday in 
the Grand River Room in Kirkhof 
Center.
Freud came to Grand Valley 
State University to talk about her 
life as a member of the famous 
Freud family, her life growing 
up, escaping the holocaust with 
her mother during World War II 
and to read from her new book 
“Living in the Shadow of the 
Freud Family."
Milt Ford, liberal studies 
professor and lesbian. Gay, 
Bisexual and Transgender 
Resource Center axxdinator, 
arranged for Freud to come
“Professor Ford is an old 
friend of mine," Freud said in a 
phone interview before the event. 
“He wanted to introduce the book 
to his colleagues and students.”
Ford said he has been friends 
with Freud for a long time and 
tried to bring her to GVSU for 
years. They met at a conference 
more than 20 years ago and have 
stayed in touch since.
“I am optimistic — I think 
there will be a good crowd," Ford 
said before the event. “I think we 
will do a pretty good job about 
even filling up the Grand River 
Room.”
His predictions were right — 
the room was packed, and those 
filing in after 10 am. had to pull 
up their own chairs
Freud was a professor of 
social work at Simmons College 
School of Social Work in Boston 
for many years, said Ford.
Freud said she kx>ked forward 
to seeing GVSU students and 
liked being on campus among the 
students — that is something she 
has always enjoyed.
“I’m delighted to see so many 
students here," Freud said in 
her opening statements at the 
event. “I’m feeling very much at 
home."
Freud read excerpts from her 
new book, whichcombinesdiaries. 
letters and autobiographical 
writing of many members of the 
Freud family. She shared letters 
that her motheo father and famous
grandfather had written, dating 
back to the early 1900s.
She also read a letter she had 
written to her famous grandfather, 
telling him he had been a kind 
and protective presence in her 
life, but distant. In the letter, she 
shared with him that at times she 
wished to be seen as other than 
his grandchild, but she was proud 
to be part of his family.
“I’m very glad I had that 
privilege,” she told the audience 
when asked about being the 
granddaughter of a famous man.
Ford predicted students would 
enjoy Freud’s storytelling, advice 
and wit.
"She is a very engrossing 
storyteller," Ford said. “She 
charms audiences. She’s a 
wonderful speaker.”
After speaking for an hour, 
Freud asked if anyone had any 
questions. No one in the audience 
raised their hand at first.
“Never let opportunities by­
pass you," she said.
Someone then raised their 
hand.
Freud said the audience would 
be entertained and informed about 
the happenings of WW1I.
“I would say that they will leam 
something about how lives and 
political events are intertwined,” 
she said.
Megan Linbuig, a GVSU 
senior majoring in psychology, 
thought it was interesting to 
hear about WWII and Sigmund 
Freud from the perspective of his 
granddaughter.
“It’s kind of like an inside view 
instead of just reading about it in 
the books," she said.
Linburg heard about the event 
in two of her classes, but was 
specifically there for her women 
and gender studies class.
“(Freud) devotes her time now 
to many educational endeavors in 
the Boston area her writing and 
traveling in the U.S. and Europe 
to give talks and lectures,” Ford 
said.
Copies of Freud’s book were 
sold out at the event.
After the event Freud talked 
to audience members one-on-one 
and signed their books.
There was also a book reading 
and signing at Schuler Books and 
Music, 3165 Alpine NW at 7 p.m. 
the same day.
jpaK’lowski @ lanthitm .com
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Weekly SUDOKU
by Linda Thistle
4 3 5 9
1 9 7 8
6 8 2 7
3 4 8 1
2 5 6 9
1 5 3 2
9 4 8 6
2 1 4 5
3 4 2 7
Place a number in the empty boxes in such a way 
that each row across, each column down and each 
small 9-box square contains all of the 
numbers from one to nine.
DIFFICULTY THIS WEEK: ★
★ Moderate ★ ★ Challenging 
★ ★ ★ HOO BOY!
© 2007 King Features Synd., Inc. World rights reserved.
See Answers on B7
Strange, but true
FOND DU LAC, Wis. (AP) - 
Someone is either too cheap to buy 
his own toilet paper or planning a 
big prank.
Fond du Lac County Executive 
Allen Buechel said someone has 
been repeatedly stealing toilet paper 
from the men’s public bathrooms 
at the Fond du Lac City County 
Government Center since June.
Buechel suspects the person 
comes in once or twice a week 
around midday and gets about six 
rolls a week from dispensers.
Some rolls weren’t even full, he 
said.
The thefts haven’t been a big 
loss.
“We don’t buy the best toilet 
paper,” Buechel said.
He expects the thief to get 
caught.
“Someone is going to walk in 
on him when he’s doing it and we’ll 
catch him,” he said.
Courthouse officials are on the 
lookout for suspicious activity.
County sheriff Capt. Dean Will 
didn’t return a call for comment 
Friday.
TUCSON, Ariz. (A P) _ A cancer 
patient says she was left alone 
in a CT scanner for hours after a 
technician apparently forget about 
her, and she finally crawled out 
of the device, only to find herself 
locked in the closed clinic.
Elvira Tellez of Tucson said she 
called her son in a panic, and he
told her to call 911.
Pima County sheriff’s deputies 
arriving at the oncology office had 
her unlock the office door to let 
them in, said Deputy Dawn Hanke, 
a department spokeswoman.
The deputies contacted the 
office manager, who was not aware 
of the situation.
Tellez was taken to a hospital as 
a precaution, then released early the 
next day.
Tellez said she’s had trouble 
sleeping since last week’s incident. 
She and her family said they 
want an explanation from the 
medical office, Arizona Oncology 
Associates, but have yet to receive 
one. She said the technician did call 
to apologize the next day.
“I don’t know what to think,” 
Tellez said in Spanish. “I think 
and think and think, but I can’t 
understand it”
Ted Eazer, practice director for 
Arizona Oncology Associates, said 
Friday that the group has revised 
its closing procedures so no one is 
ever left behind in an office again. A 
sweep of the facilities will be done 
and a written checklist followed.
The executive director of 
Arizona Oncology Associates, 
Sonya Hohm, was in a meeting 
Friday and not immediately 
available for comment, her assistant 
said.
Diagnosed with bone cancer, 
the 67-year-old Tellez had been 
sent to the clinic for tests to see if
her cancer had spread.
A technician placed her inside 
the large machine at about 4 p.m. 
on Sept. 19, dimmed the lights so 
she could relax and told her not 
to move during the 25-minute 
procedure.
“At some point, my mom lost 
track of time and felt like too much 
time had passed, but she couldn’t 
look at a clock or anything because 
it was dark,” her son Ariel Tellez 
said.
After calling out, then screaming 
for help, she said, she spent several 
hours trying to free herself from the 
machine.
Finally, she wiggled out from 
under a heavy blanket and out of 
the machine. By the time deputies 
found her, it had been five hours 
since she was placed inside.
A physician who works at the 
practice and knew of the incident 
told The Arizona Daily Star it’s 
not the first time such a thing has 
happened.
“People have been left in the 
office after hours, when something 
like that happens — it’s the same 
sort of thing,” Dr. Steven Ketchel 
said. “My guess is she was lying 
on the table, waiting and waiting 
and nobody told her she could go 
home.”
Eazer said Ketchel was referring 
to incidents in other facilities, and 
that a patient had never before been 
left behind at Arizona Oncology 
clinics.
Punk rock veterans still 
holding nothing back
Sum 41 played to 
packed Intersection 
house, continuing 
to tour world wide 
after more than 10 
years
By Dan Gibson
GVL Staff Writer
“Get ready for the underclass 
hero show.”
Those were the words that 
Deryck Whibley, lead singer 
for Sum 41, used to kick off 
their concert at the Intersection 
Thursday night.
Sum 41 did not waste any 
time getting thecrowd involved. 
They opened with “Underclass 
Heroes” and immediately 
following Whibley and bass 
player Jason “Cone” McCaslin 
chose three screaming fans to 
come on stage and watch the 
rest of the show.
The crowd surfing began 
during their next song 
“Motivation,” and fans kept 
it up through the rest of the 
show.
Whibley was able to slow 
the pace down and had the 
crowd singing along during 
the song, “We’re All To 
Blame.” During that song the 
band paused and, over top of 
a dramatic drum roll and bass 
line, the energetic front man 
had the crowd chanting the 
lyric “sacrifice” before a big 
breakdown.
Whibley really held the 
crowd in his hands as they 
chanted the lyrics back and 
forth and he even wanted 
them to boo him for talking 
too much, which they did and 
enjoyed. He even tossed his 
guitar to a roady and jumped 
into the crowd as well.
It was obvious that every 
fan knew every song — Sum 
41 played a mix of old and new 
tunes.
The touring guitar player, 
Thomas Thacker, is taking the 
place of former lead guitar 
player, Dave Baksh. He is also 
the lead singer of the Canadian 
punk group. Gob. He stepped 
in and filled the hole and hit 
every note and shredded every 
solo.
He also helped add to the 
punk rock style with his tall 
mohawk which complimented 
Whibley’s spiky hair. Drummer 
Steve Jocz had his time to 
shine as well and blasted a 
massive drum solo leading into 
the song, “In Too Deep.” The
crowd seemed to erupt when 
they heard the first notes of 
each song.
They slowed it down for the 
song “Pieces” and the crowd 
pulled out their lighters and 
cell phones to wave in the air.
They did not slow it down 
for long though.
Before the next song 
McCaslin and Whibley chose 
one more fan to come up on 
stage and watch the show. 
The next song was introduced 
by Whibley as a pretty little 
love song for someone we all 
know.
That song, “March of 
Dogs," they wrote for the 
“Rock Against Bush” album. 
Everyone chanted along to 
the rebellious and politically 
driven anthem while holding 
up equally rebellious hand 
gestures aimed for President 
Bush. The band then saluted 
the crowd and without any 
announcement walked off 
stage.
It did not take long for the 
crowd to start roaring and 
chanting for one more song 
and for the song “Fat Lip.”
Of course. Sum 41 answered
their adoring audience’s plea 
and came back on stage for 
a group of fans that seemed 
to never tire. They played an 
encore of two more songs with 
one being “Fat Lip.” The crowd 
seemed to catch their second 
wind for the last song and there 
were more crowd surfers then 
security guards.
As the song neared an 
ending McCaslin and Thacker 
kept a consistent tune while 
Jocz and Whibley switched 
places so the bands heavy 
metal alter ego could perform 
“Pain for Pleasure.”
The show ended with 
Whibley playing a drum 
solo and throwing several 
drumsticks for the crowd to 
fight for.
The crowd roared one 
last time for their underclass 
heroes as the band bowed and 
left the stage. Sum 41 gave it 
everything they had and the 
crowd returned the favor. They 
owned the stage and showed 
why they have been doing 
world wide tours for more than 
10 years and why they will 
continue for more to come.
dg i bson @ Ian thorn.com
GVl / Lindsey Waggoner
The sum of 41?: That depends on how you divide it, but when the band Sum 
41 played The Intersection on Thursday night, no one there was thinking about 
math. The band consists of (on the far left) lead singer and guitarist Deryck 
Whibley, bassist Cone McCaslin and drummer Steve Jocz.
Cymbeline
continued from page B5
the confusing plotline and the 
sudden shifts in tone. The play 
begins as light comedy, becomes 
seemingly serious drama, ventures 
into farce, becomes suddenly 
violent and then ends as one of 
the Bard’s romances, although 
not before an unnecessarily long
climax where the characters 
spend ten minuets explaining to 
each other what the audiences 
has known throughout the 
performance.
I admire GVSU for avoiding 
Shakespeare's greatest hits 
(“Hamlet”, “Roma) and Juliet”, 
“As You Like It”) and going for 
something more obscure, but there 
is a reason why “Cymbeline” is
considered second- or third-tier 
Shakespeare.
However, the GVSU 
community should still consider 
seeing the production. Despite the 
flaws in the source material, the 
energy of the actors still provides 
an evening's entertainment.
n 'opping @ lanthorn. com
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2 Issues min. 
3-4 Issues 
5+ Issues
55C/word
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DEPTS/
NONPROFIT
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45C/word
40C/word
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS:
510 per week up to 25 words, 
Each additional word 25C
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100 COMMONS
Allendale Campus
331-2460
Calls taken Monday-Friday, 9-5
Announcements
Free Classifieds for GVSU stu­
dents, faculty and staff. Two in­
sertions per order. 25 words or 
less, subject to Grand Valley 
Lanthorn’s approval. Must or­
der through GVSU e-mail via 
Lanthorn.com website. Click on 
“classifieds" under “Features” 
and follow directions. If Ques­
tions, call 331-2460.
Our Max Checking account 
pays 5% APY and offers free 
ATMs anywhere! Earn the max 
on your money. Stop into any 
branch, call 616.242.9790, or 
visit us online at 
www.LMCU.org
Fajita ‘Rita Mondays. If it’s 
Monday you’ve got to do 
Chili’s! Every Monday get a 
double order of Chicken, Steak 
or Combo Fajitas (enough for 
two) for just $12! Frosty, 10 oz. 
Top Shelf or Caribbean Marga- 
ritas are just $2.50. Located in 
Grandville at RiverTown Cross­
ings Mall.
Now open in your neighbor­
hood! Mr. Gyros - best Ameri­
can, Mediterranean and Indian 
cuisine. Free Wi-Fi! Delivery, 
dine-in, or take out! 15% off 
with GVSU ID for students and 
staff. 616-791-6660
Walking student is in need of a 
bike for transportation purposes 
around campus. If you have an 
extra bicycle that is not being 
put to use and want some extra 
cash, contact Alexander via 
e-mail at
nixonale@student.gvsu.edu.
Trying to serve Grand Valley 
and the neighboring commu­
nity? Let the Lanthorn serve you 
by placing your ad! Call 
331-2460 to set up your ad.
Looking for something? Let the 
Lanthorn help you find it! Call 
331-2460 to get your search 
started as soon as possible!
Need to make an important an­
nouncement? The Lanthorn can 
help you spread the word! 
331-2460
The best way to find a lost pos- 
ession is by advertising it in the 
Lanthorn! Whether you have 
lost or found something, the 
Lanthorn can help! Call 
331-2460
For Sale
Let Grand Valley know what 
goodies you have to sell! Call 
the Lanthorn to list your items 
today! 331-2460.
17” Macbook Pro, matte 
screen, 100 GB hard drive at 
7200 RPM. 2 GB RAM, Micro­
soft Office included. Great con­
dition. About a year old. $2,000 
or best offer. Call 
616-550-9350.
Three-year-old Dell Laptop 
Computer. Includes virus soft­
ware and Microsoft Office. 
Needs A/C adapter. $300 OBO. 
Call Holly at 616-581-4452.
2007 Yamaha XC125V Motorcy­
cle/Scooter. Up to 90 MPGI! 
Extremely low miles. Full war­
ranty included. $3,000 OBO. 
Contact Holly at 616-581-4452 
with questions.
Mattresses; brand new. Twin, 
full, queen. $130 and up, can 
deliver. 616-682-4767
Help Wanted
Bartenders wanted. Up to 
$250/Day. No Experience nec­
essary. Training provided. Age 
18+ Okay. Call 1-800-965-6520. 
ext. 226.
Want people to take advantage 
of the opportunities ou have to 
offer? Place an ad and reach 
thousands! Call the Grand Val­
ley Lanthorn for more informa­
tion. 331-2460
Need help? Find it by running 
an ad in the Lanthorn! Call 
331-2460 to get started today.
Attention Students;
Part time income- $14.25 
base/appt.
Flexible schedules. Customer 
sales/service
Will train, Immediate openings, 
internships/
scholarships avail, conditions
apply. Call
now (616) 241-6303
Student work- Fall Income, 
good starting pay
customer sales/service. Work 
around classes.
Weekends/ weekdays available. 
No experience
necessary. Training provided
Start immediately
Apply now at www.workforstu-
dents.com or
call (616) 241-6303
Tri County has varsity boys 
track, JV competitive cheer, 
middle school competitive 
cheer, and freshman girls’ bas­
ketball coaching positions 
open. Interested parties may 
contact Jeff Bauer (assistant 
basketball coach at gvsu/AD at 
Tri County high school) at bau- 
erje@gvsu.edu or
616-331-2159.
Need responsible individual(s) 
to babysit my 2 children, ages 
10 and 7, in my home on occa­
sional weekends throughout the 
school year and also M-F 
7am-6pm during the summer 
months. If you and a friend take 
summer classes this is a great 
opportunity for you. I live be­
tween the Allendale and Down­
town campuses. Please con­
tact Wendy at 616-889-2148 or 
616-735-5523.
Hiring? Get in touch with thou­
sands of people who may be 
looking for work! Contact the 
Lanthorn at 331-2460.
Housing
Quality built new homes in Al­
lendale close to GVSU campus. 
Starting at $139,900. Call Steve 
Hanson at 616-291-2668
Looking for the best in rental 
housing? Look no more! 
American Realty specializes in 
college housing with over 50 
houses in the greater Grand 
Rapids area. Go visit our 
homes on-line and apply today. 
www.american-realty.net
616.913.9004
Looking for a new roommate? 
Placing an ad in the Lanthorn is 
a great way to reach all those 
other people in your same 
situation. Call 331-2460 today 
to set up your ad!
NEW HOME FOR SALE! 1500 
sq. ft. on approximately 1/4 
acre lot, 3 bedroom, 2 bath, all 
appliances, perfect for faculty 
or staff! Less than two miles 
from campus, low down pay­
ment, 699 per month! Don’t 
miss out! Contact J.C. at 
616-895-7526 or e-mail at 
jcboulder@yahoo.com.
Off-site room in a house. 12 
minutes and 2 roads from the 
Allendale campus. 
$350/month. Includes wireless 
internet, cable TV, free laundry, 
and all utilities. Call 
616-450-3819.
Brand new (under construction) 
apartments and townhomes. 
The Village at 48 West. 
Pre-leasing for fall 2008. Furni­
ture included, washer/dryer, fit­
ness center, free wi-fi and ex­
panded cable. Pre-lease by De­
cember 31, 2007 and receive a 
free iPhone! Sign up today! 
616-850-1056,
www.48west.info, or 
48west@48west.info.
Main floor apartment for rent. 
Large living spaces/full base­
ment. Private entrance. 
Washer/dryer. Even has air con­
ditioning. $750/month. Located 
in Hudsonville. Call 
616-875-7465.
154 Straight Ave. 5-bedroom 
house just a few minutes from 
downtown campus. Features 
new carpet, paint, kitchen cabi­
nets and appliances, and fix­
tures in bathroom. $84,900. For 
more details and a private 
showing .call ..Erikr;t at 
616-459-8444. Visit www.Raz^ 
musTeam.com to see all of 
Platinum Realty’s listings.
Looking for a new roommate? 
Placing an ad in the Lanthorn is 
a great way to reach all those 
other people in your same 
situation. Call 331-2460 today 
to set up your ad!
Whether you’re selling, leasing, 
or sub-letting your home, let the 
Lanthorn help! Give us a call at 
331-2460 and let people know 
what deals you have to offer!
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11723 Sundrop Circle. Home 
sits on a wooded park-like set­
ting. Has new drywall, oak cabi­
nets, huge master suite, whirl­
pool tub, walk-in closets, main 
floor laundry, and an attached 
two-stall garage. Association in­
cludes indoor pool. $84,900. 
For a private showing contact 
Erik at 616-459-8444. Visit 
www.RazmusTeam.com to view 
all of Platinum Realty’s listings.
Heritage Towne Square Apart­
ments. “Now Leasing" 
616.895.2500
^SELLING?
jPLRCE
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Campus View
Apartments & Townhomes
10235-95 42nd Avenue 616*895*6678 www.CampusViewHousing.com
Coming Soon
Community and Recreation Center with.
Coffee Bar 
Game Room
• Aerobics
• Full Court Basketball 
> Study Rooms
• Pool Table
• Movie Room and more.
Lake Michigan Dr
New for 2008
FREE DSL and Basic Cable 
Rec Center, including:
Full-Court Basketball 
Aerobic Studio 
Exercise Machines
Community Center
WiFi
Coffee Bar 
Plasma TV 
Pool Tables
o
Least expensive housing options for GVSU students.
^Townhomes Going Fast
